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Abstract

The maize shoot apical meristem (SAM) comprises a small pool of stem cells that generate all the organs in the above ground plant. Mutational analyses have identified genetic networks regulating SAM function, although little is known about the genetic determinants of SAM morphological variation in natural populations. We utilized high-throughput image processing to capture rich variation in SAM size for a diverse panel of maize inbred varieties, wild teosinte isolates, and a domesticated maize x wild progenitor teosinte backcross population. Focusing on diverse maize inbred lines, we identified significant correlations between seedling SAM size and agronomically-important adult plant traits such as flowering time, stem size, and leaf node number. Combining SAM phenotype data with a 1.2-million-SNP dataset in a genome-wide association study (GWAS) revealed unexpected SAM morphology candidate genes. We further confirmed correlations between SAM morphology and trait-associated SNP (TAS) alleles of several GWAS-derived SAM candidate genes through in situ hybridization and cell number and size estimation via image segmentation. Our data illustrate that the microscopic seedling SAM is predictive of adult phenotypes and that
SAM morphometric variation is associated with genes that were not previously predicted to regulate SAM size. In further exploration of natural variation of SAM shape and size, we implemented rapid and complex morphometric modeling approaches to quantify SAM morphology. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping results suggest that a majority of genetically-attributable SAM shape and size variation can be captured by estimating the SAM as a paraboloid, which has several advantages for high-throughput phenotyping methods. Further application of this model to a broad sampling of evolutionarily-distant plant species suggests that a parabolic SAM may be a universal trait of plant meristems. Future investigations into the mechanisms that orchestrate parabolic SAM parameters may reveal additional correlations between SAM architecture and adult plant morphology that transcend phylogenetic determinants.
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1 Understanding the Shoot Apical Meristem through Quantitative Genetics

1.1 Overview

Shoot apical meristems (SAMs) are microscopic pools of plant stem cells with two essential functions: 1) maintenance of pluripotent cells and 2) assignment of initial cells to form lateral organs (Steeves and Sussex 1972). Through these two processes, plant stem cells in the SAM generate complex and diverse adult plant morphologies. Genetic analyses in various model organisms (Arabidopsis, rice, maize, tomato, petunia, moss, and others) have begun to elucidate the fascinating molecular mechanisms underlying these processes. Many genes identified as essential to plant stem cell maintenance have been shown to have profound effects on the SAM as well as the lateral organs it produces. Homeodomain genes from the KNOX and WOX family are known for their profound mutant phenotypes which dramatically affect SAM morphology as well as the overall architecture of the plant. This chapter will focus on KNOX and WOX proteins (Figure 1.1) as a method of reviewing processes that are related to SAM function and prerequisites to establishing the plant body plan.

As in other eukaryotes, stem cell activity in plants is marked by the expression of homeodomain proteins (Mukherjee et al. 2009; Holland 2013). These transcriptional regulators assign the various morphological identities that comprise the complex body plans of multicellular eukaryotes (Carroll 2000). Through their controlled expression and interactions with other regulatory proteins, homeobox genes nucleate gene modules,
which manage stem cell reservoirs during morphogenesis. In plants, transcription factors from the KNOX and WOX gene families are required to organize and maintain stem cell identity (Mukherjee et al. 2009). These proteins possess ‘atypical’ DNA-binding homeodomains of between 60 and 66 amino acids; recent research shows that additional protein domains found in KNOX and WOX proteins allow complex protein-protein interactions that define their specific functions as plant stem cell regulators.

Although a great deal is known about the master regulators of plant stem cell function and their interactions, much less is known about how plant stem cell function varies in natural populations or if, indeed, stem cell regulatory pathways discovered by mutagenesis are responsible for the evolution or domestication of plant varieties. In the studies that follow this introductory chapter, we aim to make use of quantitative genetics to explore natural variation in the SAM, its prevailing plant stem cell pathways, and its correlates with overall plant morphology.

1.2 KNOTTED1 (KN1) and KNOX

The KNOTTED1-like homeobox proteins (KNOXs) comprise two phylogenetic classes (Chan et al. 1998). Class I KNOX proteins possess two KNOX domains, an ELK domain, as well as a 63 amino acid (three amino acid loop extension, TALE) homeodomain and are required for the establishment and maintenance of stem cell identity (Mukherjee et al. 2009). Homologs of the well-studied Class I KNOX genes have been identified in most plant lineages (Cronk 2001). In contrast, Class II KNOXs are less studied. Recent work in the moss Physcomitrella patens demonstrates that Class II KNOX genes regulate the transition from diploid to haploid body plans during the alternation of generations (Sakakibara et al. 2013); more recent work in
Figure 1.1 Plant stem cells are maintained by KNOX (ex. KNOTTED1) and WOX (ex. WUSCHEL) regulatory pathways. Reservoirs of plant stem cells can be found in shoot/branch apical meristems, the vascular cambium, and root apical meristems.
angiosperms suggests that that Class I and Class II KNOXs have antagonistic functions (Furumizu et al. 2015).

The classical dominant mutation of maize, *KNOTTED1 (KN1)*, causes ectopic ‘knots’ of cells to grow on the blade of mutant leaves and was cloned in 1989 by transposon tagging (Hake et al. 1989). The ectopic outgrowths found on gain-of-function kn1-o plants are believed to result from the projection of indeterminate stem cell identity onto a field of determinate leaf cells, ultimately forming organized clusters of rapidly-dividing tissues in the leaf blade (Vollbrecht et al. 1991; Smith et al. 1992). Loss of KN1 in maize or *SHOOT MERISTEMLESS1 (STM1)*, its homolog in *Arabidopsis thaliana*, causes a lethal depletion of stem cells in some genetic backgrounds and environmental conditions (Long et al. 1996; Vollbrecht et al. 2000). In kn1 or stm1 loss-of-function mutants, stem cell identity is organized during embryogenesis, but is lost soon after germination. This failure in stem cell maintenance causes the shoot meristem to be depleted during the formation of lateral organs; ultimately the meristem is consumed, and organogenesis ceases (Vollbrecht et al. 2000).

1.2.1 *KNOX expression domains and KN1 movement*

*In situ* hybridization experiments show that *KNOX* transcript accumulation is restricted to the inner layers of the shoot meristem, and is conspicuously absent from the outer layers (Jackson et al. 1994; Long et al. 1996; Chuck et al. 1996). *KNOX* transcripts are downregulated in initiating leaf primordia, which correlates with the transition from indeterminate to determinate growth. Although *KNOTTED1* mRNA from is not found in the outermost, ‘L1’ meristem layer, immunohistolocalizations show that KN1 protein is found in all meristem layers (Jackson 2002). This discrepancy in the accumulation
pattern of KN1 RNA and protein has led to exciting research supporting the hypothesis that KNOX proteins can traffic between cells via plasmodesmata, symplastic pores that connect the cytoplasm of adjacent plant cells (Jackson 2001). The first evidence for KNOX trafficking came from in planta assays of recombinant protein movement (Lucas et al. 1995; Kim et al. 2002, 2003). Starting with the full-length maize KNOTTED1, several recombinant alleles with mutated protein domains were tested for movement after microinjection into plant cells (Lucas et al. 1995). The full-length KN1 sequence and several mutated recombinant alleles were successfully trafficked through the plant cell system. However, accumulation of the KN1-M6 protein, which contained a defective homeodomain, was restricted to injected cells. Transient expression assays have shown that full-length maize KN1 is able to transit between cells, with the efficiency observed in viral movement proteins. In contrast smaller proteins with no identified movement mechanisms are unable to traffic between cells (Kim et al. 2002). A genetic screen for interacting proteins that facilitate KN1 movement identified a chaperonin that is required for full function of trafficked KN1 in Arabidopsis (Xu et al. 2011). These data suggest that during trafficking to the Arabidopsis epidermis the KN1 protein is unfolded, transported through a plasmodesmatal pore, and then refolded within the destination cell (Xu et al. 2011).

1.2.2 KNOXs as transcription factors

Comparative RNAseq and ChIPseq analyses in KN1 mutant and wild type backgrounds revealed that more than 600 maize genes are bound and regulated by KN1 (Bolduc et al. 2012). Interestingly, RNAseq read counts in KN1 loss-of-function and wild-type backgrounds suggest that KN1 can function as either a transcriptional activator, or as a
repressor of target genes. Subsequent *in vitro* assays of KN1 and other KNOX proteins showed that they are weak transcriptional activators (Smith et al. 2002). To provide transcriptional activation, KN1 and KNOX proteins interact with other TALE homeobox proteins, including members of the *BELL* family (Smith et al. 2002; Ragni et al. 2008). *In vitro* and *in planta*, KNOXs and BELLS interact as heterodimer complexes to activate target gene expression. This interaction is facilitated by two highly conserved MEINOX domains found on KNOX proteins, which interact with the MID domains (named SKY and BELL) of BELL proteins (Mukherjee et al. 2009).

The *Arabidopsis* gene, *KNATM*, encodes a truncated KNOX that lacks a functional homeodomain, and therefore cannot bind DNA (Magnani and Hake 2008; Mukherjee et al. 2009). Intriguingly, KNATM retains the ability to interact with BELL proteins, and the resulting heterodimer can act as a strong transcriptional activator *in vitro* (Magnani and Hake 2008). These studies suggest that interactions with other TALE homeobox proteins may be at least as important as autonomous KNOX/DNA binding during KNOX-mediated stem cell regulation (Hay and Tsiantis 2010).

1.2.3  **KNOXs and plant hormones**

KNOXs maintain stem cell identity in part by the regulation of plant hormone biosynthesis. In several species, KNOXs directly regulate gibberellin (GA) levels through the activation of gibberellin oxidases such as *GA2ox1*, which function in GA catabolism. Likewise, KNOXs repress the expression of the GA biosynthetic gene *GA20ox1* (Sakamoto et al. 2001; Hay et al. 2002; Shani et al. 2006; Bolduc and Hake 2009). Thus, KNOX-mediated repression of GA accumulation inhibits determinate growth by preventing cell expansion and maturation. In addition, KNOXs promote
cytokinin (CK) accumulation via activation of **ADENOSINE PHOSPHATE ISOPENTENYLTRANSFERASE (IPT)** CK-biosynthetic genes, and of the cytokinin activation gene **LONELY GUY (LOG)**, which encodes a phosphoribohydrolase that converts inactive CK conjugates into biologically-active CK (Jasinski et al. 2005; Scofield et al. 2013). Although some of the stem cell organizing function of KNOXs is independent of cytokinin, high cytokinin levels repress endoreduplication and prevent cellular differentiation. Thus, KNOXs maintain an undifferentiated, pluripotent stem cell fate by direct upregulation of CK and downregulation of GA (Shani et al. 2006).

### 1.2.4 KNOXs are regulated by the POLYCOMB REPRESSIVE COMPLEX (PRC)

Whereas the expression of KNOXs is required for stem cell maintenance, the proper patterning of determinate lateral organs requires repression of stem cell identity (Micol et al. 2003). Multiple transcription factors act together to repress KNOXs during organogenesis (Hay and Tsiantis 2010). Whereas KNOX genes are expressed in stem cell niches and are absent from the differentiating cells of young leaf primordia, the MYB-domain transcription factor, **ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1 (AS1)** and the lateral organ boundary domain (LBD) protein **AS2** both show KNOX-complimentary expression in differentiating cells of young leaf primoridia (Theodoris et al. 2003). Loss of **AS1** in *Arabidopsis*, or its maize homologue **ROUGH SHEATH2 (RS2)**, leads to ectopic KNOX expression in developing leaf primordium, ultimately yielding dramatic mutant leaf phenotypes (Tsiantis et al. 1999; Phelps-Durr et al. 2005). **AS1** and **AS2** heterodimerize and recruit the POLYCOMB REPRESSIVE COMPLEX to epigenetically repress KNOX expression in determinate lateral organ primordia (Xu and Shen 2008).
1.2.5 KNOXs at the center of organogenesis

In the shoot meristem, stem cell identity is marked by KNOX accumulation, whereas developing leaf primordia do not accumulate KNOX proteins. The site of new leaf initiation is marked by local accumulation of the plant hormone auxin, (Reinhardt 2000; Deb et al. 2015) which results in downregulation of KNOX accumulation in the incipient leaf (Scanlon 2003; Hay et al. 2006). This localized auxin maxima is created by the convergence of polar auxin transporters from the PIN-formed (PIN) and AUXIN-INSENSITIVE / LIKE AUXIN-INSENSITIVE (AUX/LAX) families, and is followed by the expression of LBD genes such as LATERAL ORGAN BOUNDARY (LOB) and AS2 (Hay and Tsiantis 2010; Johnston et al. 2014). AS2 and LBD proteins then repress KNOXs and stem cell identity in the developing leaf primordium, as described above. In this simple model for lateral organ specification, auxin-induced LBD gene expression plays a central role in repression of KNOX-mediated, stem cell identity (Hay and Tsiantis 2010; Johnston et al. 2014). This model has been successful extrapolated to multiple organ boundaries throughout plant development during the morphogenesis of leaves, branches, flowers, and ligules (Johnston et al. 2014).

Conserved KNOX function is required in several species for development of dissected (compound) leaves and lobed leaf margins (Chuck et al. 1996; Rupp et al. 1999; Bharathan et al. 2002; Scanlon 2003). In tomato, KNOX genes and auxin/LBD modules mark the location of pinnae in dissected leaves, similar to what is observed during initiation of lateral organ primordia from the shoot meristem (Kimura et al. 2008). Similarly, overexpression of the Arabidopsis KNOX genes BREVIPEDICELLUS (BP) or KNAT2 yields a highly lobed leaf lamina covered with ectopic meristems, complete with
fully functional stem cells (Lincoln et al. 1994; Hake et al. 1995; Chuck et al. 1996). These data, and related studies, suggest that reactivation of stem cell regulatory networks in the marginal blastozones of otherwise determinate leaf primordia can activate a secondary stage of morphogenesis in plants with dissected or highly lobed leaves (Barkoulas et al. 2008; Blein et al. 2008; Koenig et al. 2009).

1.3 WUSCHEL (WUS) and WOXs

The WUSCHEL-like homeobox proteins (WOXs) comprise a large family of proteins with a single homeodomain and an 8 amino-acid WUS-box domain (Mukherjee et al. 2009; van der Graaff et al. 2009). There are three commonly accepted subfamilies of WOXs: the ‘WUSCHEL-like’ subfamily that contains a two amino acid T-L motif at the beginning of the WUS-box, the ancient WOX subfamily with conserved members identified in algae and moss, and the intermediate WOX subfamily that establishes apical-basal auxin transport during embryogenesis (van der Graaff et al. 2009). The ‘WUSCHEL-like’ subfamily is the most studied and best understood WOX clade. Within this subfamily of WOXs there are many members with tissue-specific expression domains, acting as organizers of stem cell identity throughout plant development (van der Graaff et al. 2009). Promoter fusion assays in wox mutant backgrounds show that the functions of several WOX proteins are cross-complementary, suggesting that WOX family evolution involved the subfunctionalization of conserved stem-cell organizing functions via adoption of distinct, tissue-specific promoters (Sarkar et al. 2007; Shimizu et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2013). Additionally, WOXs may act as persistent organizers of stem cell reservoirs such as WUS in the shoot apical meristem and WOX5 in the root (Laux et al. 1996; Schoof et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2013); other WOXs may act as
ephemeral founder cell recruitment factors for organogenesis such as *NARROW SHEATH1* (*NS1*) and *NS2* in maize and *PRESSED FLOWER1* (*PRS1*)/*WOX3* in *Arabidopsis* (Scanlon 2000; Matsumoto and Okada 2001; Shimizu *et al.* 2009; van der Graaff *et al.* 2009; Vandenbussche *et al.* 2009).

1.3.1 **Antagonism with the CLAVATA pathway**

*WUS*, the founding member of the *WOXs* is noted for its antagonistic interaction with the *CLAVATA* genes in *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Laux *et al.* 1996; Müller *et al.* 2006; Durbak and Tax 2011). Whereas mutations in *WUS* lead to the loss of stem cells in the vegetative or inflorescence meristem, mutations in *CLAVATA* (*CLV*) genes lead to stem cell over-proliferation, which distorts the morphology of the shoot meristem. Although the phenotypes of loss-of-function *CLV* mutants are similar, *CLV1*, *CLV2*, and *CLV3* encode proteins of distinctly dissimilar molecular function (Fletcher and Meyerowitz 2000). *CLV3* encodes a small, secreted peptide-ligand that moves between cells through the extracellular apoplast (Clark *et al.* 1996; Rojo 2002; Wong *et al.* 2013). Studies of meristem size mutants in tomato reveal that proper recognition of this peptide is enhanced by post-translational arabinosylation (Xu *et al.* 2015). The small *CLV3* peptide is in turn recognized by the leucine-rich-repeat (LRR) receptor kinase, *CLV1* (Clark *et al.* 1996; Nimchuk *et al.* 2011). *CLV1* can from dimers with several other LRR proteins including *CLV2*, a LRR that lacks a functional kinase domain (Durbak and Tax 2011). While *CLV1* has been shown to bind *CLV3* and respond by an unknown kinase cascade, the mechanism underlying the *CLV2* phenotype is still contested (Deyoung and Clark 2008; Nimchuk *et al.* 2011; Durbak and Tax 2011). However, it is generally accepted that *WUS* activates *CLV3* expression, while the *CLAVATA* signaling pathway
in turn acts to repress \textit{WUS}. This negative-feedback loop thereby preserves a steady-state level of stem cells in the shoot meristem (Yadav \textit{et al.} 2010, 2011, 2013).

Regulatory loops consisting of \textit{WOX} and \textit{CLAVATA}-like (\textit{CLE}) genes have been demonstrated in distinct processes during plant development as a widely-employed signaling module in plant morphogenesis (Wu \textit{et al.} 2007). Notably, \textit{WOX/CLE} stem cell regulation is found in root meristem maintenance (\textit{WOX5/CLE40}) via the receptor kinase \textit{CRINKLY4 (CR4)} (Sarkar \textit{et al.} 2007; Jun \textit{et al.} 2010), and vascular differentiation employs \textit{WOX4} in conjunction with \textit{CLE41} and \textit{CLE44} (Miyawaki \textit{et al.} 2013). The conservation of \textit{WOX/CLE} negative feedback loops in multiple plant species suggests that \textit{WOX/CLE} interaction may be an ancestral, plant patterning tool-kit (Miyawaki \textit{et al.} 2013).

There is strong evidence for dynamic evolution of the \textit{WOX} gene family among the species examined to date (Nardmann and Werr 2013). Although maize and \textit{Arabidopsis} have 14 and 15 \textit{WOX} family genes, respectively, not all \textit{WOX} genes are represented in both lineages (van der Graaff \textit{et al.} 2009; Vandenbussche \textit{et al.} 2009). It may come as no surprise then, that several plant lineages show unique elaboration of the ancestral \textit{WOX/CLE} regulatory pathway. For example, although mutation of the maize \textit{CLV1} homolog, \textit{THICK TASSEL DWARF1 (TD1)} generates an inflorescence phenotype similar to the stem cell over proliferation observed in \textit{Arabidopsis}, no interacting \textit{WOX} has yet been identified (Bommert \textit{et al.} 2005; Lunde and Hake 2009). Similar investigations with rice \textit{CLV1} and \textit{CLV3} homologs \textit{FLORAL ORGAN NUMBER1 (FON1)} and \textit{FON2}, still seek an interacting \textit{WOX} (Miyawaki \textit{et al.} 2013). Recent research in maize has identified previously unrelated genetic mechanisms involving G-
proteins, amongst others, that contribute to the stem cell maintenance and may indeed participate in WOX/CLE regulation (Bommert et al. 2013b).

1.3.2 WOX interactions

ChIP-microarray data demonstrate that WUS directly binds more than 100 targets in the Arabidopsis genome (Busch et al. 2010). Several studies reported that WOXs generally act as transcriptional repressors (Leibfried et al. 2005; van der Graaff et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2013), however WUS is a known activator of AGAMOUS (AG) expression in floral meristems (Lenhard et al. 2001; Lohmann et al. 2001). Moreover, combined ChIP-microarray and RNAseq analyses suggest that WUS may either activate or repress its direct targets, which indicates that WUS regulatory functions are complex and multivariate (Busch et al. 2010).

WOXs interact with a variety of other proteins (van der Graaff et al. 2009). In petunia and Arabidopsis WOXs interact with the HAIRY MERISTEM (HAM) genes, GRAS-family transcription factors (Engstrom et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2014). HAMs dimerize with WOX proteins and are required for stem cell maintenance. WOXs additionally interact with the transcriptional corepressor TOPLESS (TPL) genes during specification of the apical-basal axis in Arabidopsis embryos (Long et al. 2002, 2006).

WOX proteins influence cytokinin signaling via direct transcriptional repression of the stem cell repressor RESPONSE REGULATOR7 (RR7), a negative regulator of cytokinin signaling (Leibfried et al. 2005). Models of WUS homeostasis in the shoot meristem predict that WUS, CLV, and cytokinin response are all required to maintain a steady state number of stem cell initials in the growing shoot (Gordon et al. 2009; Chickarmane et al. 2012).
1.3.3 WUSCHEL moves

Exiting new research reveals that WUS, much like KN1, is capable of intercellular trafficking, which enables non-cell-autonomous function (Yadav et al. 2011; Daum et al. 2014). WUS fusion proteins migrate several cell layers, from the interior of the Arabidopsis shoot meristem to the outer layers of the meristem, wherein CLV genes are activated. Careful dissection of WUSCHEL protein domains shows that the WUS-box domain promotes widespread, plasmodesmata-dependent protein movement—to a higher degree than observed with the native, full-length protein (Daum et al. 2014). Interestingly, conserved sequences in the C-terminus act to restrict WUS cell-to-cell trafficking to levels seen in wild-type Arabidopsis plants. Fusion proteins created from WOX5, another WUS-like WOX, can also traffic through the shoot meristem (Daum et al. 2014). In contrast, constructs containing WOX13, from the ancient WOX clade, did not show significant cell-to-cell movement.

Genetic evidence indicates that WUS, WOX3, and WOX5 all exhibit non-cell autonomous function to maintain stem/initial cell homeostasis (Scanlon 2000; Reddy and Meyerowitz 2005; Sarkar et al. 2007; van der Graaff et al. 2009). These data, when considered together with the cross-complementarity of WOX function, suggest that movement may be a key feature of WUS-like WOX proteins. However, analysis of PRESSED FLOWER1 (PRS1/WOX3) function revealed no evidence of cell-to-cell trafficking in floral meristems (Shimizu et al. 2009). Thus, whether the WUS-like clade of WOX proteins shares ancestral mechanisms enabling non-cell autonomous function is an unresolved question.
KNOXs and WOXs underlie persistent and flexible plant forms

Plants are noted for their indeterminate growth pattern (Steeves and Sussex 1972). They comprise both the largest and oldest living things on our planet. Whereas animals undergo organogenesis only at key times during their lifecycle and most patterns are established in the embryo, plants continuously and reiteratively generate new organs across their lifetime (Walbot 1985). As sessile organisms, plants must additionally integrate information from dynamic aboveground and belowground environments to establish a favorable organ form and fitting overall morphology (Sultan 2000). It comes as no surprise then, that plants maintain several sources of pluripotent stem cells (Steeves and Sussex 1972). Marked by the expression of KNOX and WOX proteins, plant stem cells are tightly regulated by a suite of partially redundant and intricately connected molecular pathways, integrating hormone signaling, epigenetic regulation, and even mechanical forces (Mukherjee et al. 2009; van der Graaff et al. 2009; Hay and Tsiantis 2010; Hamant 2013).

The similarities of these two gene families are striking (Figure 1.1). Both families of proteins use homeobox domains to directly bind and regulate hundreds of genes (Busch et al. 2010; Bolduc et al. 2012). KNOX and WOX direct targets may either be activated or repressed. Gene regulatory modules involving KNOX/auxin/LBD and WOX/CLE interactions have been deployed in diverse plant tissues across distinct evolutionary clades (Hay et al. 2006; Johnston et al. 2014). KNOXs and WOXs participate in plasmodesmata-dependent cell-to-cell movement for proper function (Xu et al. 2011; Yadav et al. 2011; Daum et al. 2014). Both regulate key plant hormones, including CK to suppress cell differentiation (Shani et al. 2006). Localization assays find KNOXs and
WOXs in overlapping domains in the shoot meristem (Lucas et al. 1995; Long et al. 1996). Yet, KNOX and WOX genes act independently of each other (Lenhard et al. 2002).

Such exquisite complexity in stem cell regulation points to the necessity of proper activation and deactivation of indeterminate growth programs. Without indeterminate growth, the plant cannot generate new organs (Long et al. 1996; Mayer et al. 1998; Vollbrecht et al. 2000). This phenotype is seen in the seedling-lethal loss-of-function mutants of kn1 and wus. On the other hand, without deactivation of indeterminate growth, cell division will continue and differentiation will not occur (Hake et al. 1989; Timmermans et al. 1999; Schoof et al. 2000; Brand 2000; Phelps-Durr et al. 2005). Animal cancers, where cells divide indefinitely without differentiation, may be an example of such a syndrome (Shah and Sukumar 2010). Despite the many reservoirs of indeterminate stem cells plants maintain, plants do not have a similar endogenous disease (Doonan and Sablowski 2010). Tumor-forming pathogens of plants must rely on reprogramming molecular machinery, by genetic transformation in some cases (Smith et al. 1912; Doonan and Sablowski 2010). By maintaining separate highly redundant and complex KNOX and WOX stem cell regulation pathways, plants protect themselves from disastrous adventitious cellular growth.

1.5 Quantitative genetics of developmental traits

Plant stem cell regulatory genes such as KN1 were discovered through the analysis of mutations with large phenotypic effect that are easily studied using Mendelian principles. For example, an individual from a field sown with KN1 mutant plants and their siblings can be separated into two phenotypic categories: with ectopic knots of leaf
tissue, or without ectopic knots (Smith et al. 1992). Using unlinked, independently inherited markers with known genomic positions, the presence or absence of ectopic knots allowed KN1 to be mapped to the genome (Hake et al. 1989). However in analyses of natural populations many phenotypes of interest are observed in a continuous distribution, and cannot be divided into simple categories. These phenotypes, such as height, weight, flowering time, etc. may be stably transmitted between generations, but they do not appear to be linked to one Mendelian gene but rather are caused by several loci throughout the genome (Tanksley 1993; Hill 2010). Quantitative genetic methods use correlations between genetic markers and a continuous distribution of phenotypic values to probe the genomic basis for such natural variation in an observable trait. Although the details of associative methods may differ, quantitative genetics uses high linkage disequilibrium between genetic markers near any causative genomic features to discriminate from genetic markers that flank loci that are unrelated to phenotype (Tanksley 1993; Nordborg and Weigel 2008). Recent work has applied quantitative genetic techniques to understand developmental traits, with potential application to understand the SAM and plant stem cell function.

1.5.1 Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) mapping

Controlled mating of two dissimilar genotypes can be used to generate many recombinant lines in a mapping population. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping then combines both genotype information and phenotype information for all recombinant progeny to correlate stretches of chromosomes with the measured phenotype (Tanksley 1993; Broman et al. 2003). Because both parental alleles are highly represented in their progeny, controlled mating methods, as typical for QTL mapping, are excellent at
detecting relatively rare alleles, but typical QLT mapping populations have a small number of generations, limiting in the total number of possible recombinations and the total resolution in discriminating causative from non-causative genomic regions (Nordborg and Weigel 2008).

Many researchers have used QTL mapping to identify chromosomal regions, and even candidate genes, controlling interesting developmental phenotypes. Studies in tomato and snapdragon have uncovered QTL that are associated with inter-species differences in leaf morphology (Langlade et al. 2005; Chitwood et al. 2013). Commonly-used maize inbred varieties possess several QTL associated with SAM shape and size, which do not implicate known regulators of plant stem cell function (Thompson et al. 2014, 2015). A QTL study of kernel row number, however, discovered that natural variation at FASCIATED EAR2 (FEA2), an ortholog of the CLAVATA pathway gene, CLV2 was responsible for inbred-specific differences in plant stem cell activity (Bommert et al. 2013a).

1.5.2 Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)

In genome-wide association studies (GWAS), the natural history of diverse lines is exploited to correlate genetic markers with phenotypes (Weigel and Nordborg 2005; Korte and Farlow 2013). Including many diverse varieties of the same species captures recombination between markers which may have occurred over hundreds of years of breeding history (Korte and Farlow 2013). The pedigree of lines selected for GWAS may include many closely related subpopulations of lines harboring systematic differences in allele frequencies, at times implicating alleles that are not in fact linked to the trait of interest (Nordborg and Weigel 2008). If uncorrected, these underlying
relationships between lines, formally termed kinship or population structure, may introduce confounding associations (Yu et al. 2006; Korte and Farlow 2013). Correcting for relatedness between lines using kinship and population structure estimates in mixed-model GWAS approaches reduces the appearance of such spurious associations (Yu et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2010).

In maize, genome-wide association mapping studies (GWAS) have identified genetic loci associated with variation in kernel carotenoid qualities, leaf architecture, flowering time, plant height, and other high-throughput phenotypes (Buckler et al. 2009; Tian et al. 2011; Cook et al. 2012; Romay et al. 2013; Peiffer et al. 2014). Although a few studies in other systems have examined microscopic phenotypes, such as human retina morphology in a study of macular degeneration (Klein et al. 2005) or root meristem size in the model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana (Meijón et al. 2014), GWAS has not yet been applied to microscopic phenotypes of developmental significance in maize.

1.6 Purpose of study

Although a great deal is known about the genetic mechanisms of plant stem cell function in the SAM, little is known about natural variation in the SAM. The studies presented in this dissertation use quantitative genetic techniques to understand natural variation in maize SAM morphology with the ultimate goal of uncovering new information about the plant stem cells that comprise the SAM. Following additional molecular genetic analysis, the candidate genes and uncovered during these studies may reveal previously overlooked biological mechanisms with significant impacts on plant stem cell function. Selection in either the breeders’ field, or in wild ecosystems is likely to act upon these natural variants to change plant form over time (Tanksley 1993;
Klingenberg 2010). The results of these studies may similarly provide a guide for breeding efforts aimed at modulating stem cell function, or in elucidating the natural history of the evolution of the SAM.

1.6.1 Research approach

Chapter 2 makes use of image processing to analyze 369 maize inbred varieties for a mixed-model GWAS of shoot meristem shape and size. We additionally pursue candidate genes using molecular developmental techniques to confirm correlations between quantitative genetic results and SAM function.

Chapter 3 describes a comparison of morphological models for quantitative genetics used to discriminate SAMs from wild teosinte varieties and domesticated maize. We use QTL mapping of a maize x teosinte intercross population to compare the genetic architecture of rapid estimation of SAM morphology as a paraboloid with comprehensive shape analysis conducted with Fourier transform related techniques. We further apply our findings to a broad survey of plant taxa, including species from all branches of the plant kingdom.

1.6.2 Chapter publication and author contributions

The contents of Chapters 1-3 and Appendix A are published, or are submitted for publication and are the product of collaborative research efforts. Text and figures have been reformatted to generate one continuous document. Supplementary Data files for Chapter 2 are available at ‘https://figshare.com/s/98384be7c50f19d1baaf’. Supplementary Data files for Chapter 3 are available at
‘https://figshare.com/s/620b5aa46891a934a471’. Supplementary Movie files for Appendix A are available at ‘https://figshare.com/s/ab6250250f2c12a6a323’.

Sections 1.2 – 1.4 of Chapter 1 (this chapter) are published in Leiboff S., Scanlon M., 2016. Plant Stem Cells. In: Molecular Cell Biology of the Growth and Differentiation of Plant Cells, CRC Press, pp. 284–297, reproduced here with permission from the publisher, Taylor and Francis Group LLC Books (license number: 3950250769000) provided by Copyright Clearance Center. I wrote the text and designed the figure with edits from MJ Scanlon. Additional sections on quantitative genetics and shoot apical meristems have been added to Chapter 1 of this thesis.

Chapter 2 is available as Leiboff S., Li X., Hu H.-C., Todt N., Yang J., Li X., Yu X., Muehlbauer G. J., Timmermans M. C. P., Yu J., Schnable P. S., Scanlon M. J., 2015 Genetic control of morphometric diversity in the maize shoot apical meristem. Nat. Commun. 6: 8974, reproduced here with permission from the publisher as permitted by Nature Publishing group policy. I conducted the primary phenotypic measurements and morphometric modeling. N Todt (Ronning) assisted with tissue harvesting and solution changes. High-density genotyping was completed in the lab of co-author PS Schnable by co-authors H-C Hu and J Yang, with assistance from co-authors X Li and X Yu. X Li conducted GWAS and provided scripts that I modified to generate final GWAS figures. GJ Muehlbauer, MCP Timmermans, J Yu, PS Schnable and MJ Scanlon had critical influence on the initial design of the diversity panel and the core study. All further studies and figures were generated independently. I wrote the text with close edits from MJ Scanlon.
Chapter 3 is under review as Leiboff S., DeAllie, C.K., Scanlon M. J. Modeling the morphometric evolution of the maize shoot apical meristem. *Frontiers in Plant Science*, reproduced here with permission from the publisher. Plant growth, dissection, imaging, and quantification of wild teosinte isolates was carried out by undergraduate researcher CK DeAllie, with my guidance. I completed other work independently. I wrote the text and designed the figures with edits from MJ Scanlon.

Appendix A includes work published in Johnston R., Leiboff S., Scanlon M. J., 2015 Ontogeny of the sheathing leaf base in maize (Zea mays). *New Phytol.* **205**: 306–315, reproduced here with permission from the publisher as accorded through John Wiley and Sons policy. An introductory section (5.1) has been added for this format. I prepared the samples for imaging by nano-scale computed tomography (CT) and processed image datasets to generate the images and text reported here. Co-authors R Johnston and MJ Scanlon edited contributions listed here and are primary contributors for the remainder of the publication listed.
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2 Genetic control of morphometric diversity in the maize shoot apical meristem

2.1 Abstract

The maize shoot apical meristem (SAM) comprises a small pool of stem cells that generate all above-ground organs. Although mutational studies have identified genetic networks regulating SAM function, little is known about SAM morphological variation in natural populations. Here we report the use of high-throughput image processing to capture rich SAM size variation within a diverse maize inbred panel. We demonstrate correlations between seedling SAM size and agronomically-important adult traits such as flowering time, stem size, and leaf node number. Combining SAM phenotypes with 1.2 million SNPs via genome-wide association study (GWAS) reveals unexpected SAM morphology candidate genes. Analyses of candidate genes implicated in hormone transport, cell division, and cell size confirm correlations between SAM morphology and trait-associated SNP (TAS) alleles. Our data illustrate that the microscopic seedling SAM is predictive of adult phenotypes and that SAM morphometric variation is associated with genes not previously predicted to regulate SAM size.

2.2 Introduction

Plants maintain populations of pluripotent stem cells called shoot apical meristems (SAMs) throughout their lifetime. Shoot meristems function to generate morphologically complex body plans by the coordinated activities of stem cell maintenance to sustain the SAM, and organogenesis of leaves and branches in a phyllotactic pattern (Steeves
and Sussex 1972). These dual SAM functions determine the number and position of all lateral organs that make up the plant shoot. Although microscopic in size, correlations of seedling SAM morphology and adult plant phenotypes may render the vegetative SAM predictive of agronomically-important plant traits (Thompson et al. 2015).

Decades of genetic research have delineated a complex, interactive network of transcription factors, hormonal signals, epigenetic marks, metabolites, and biophysical forces that contribute to the regulation of SAM function (Sussex and Kerk 2001; Francis and Halford 2006; Shani et al. 2006; Ha et al. 2010; Pautler et al. 2013; Hamant 2013). Single-gene mutations within these SAM genetic networks can alter the morphology of both the shoot meristem and the plant (Jackson and Hake 1999; Fujita and Kawaguchi 2011), revealing that SAM structure and function are intimately linked. Although these studies identified a number of genes required for SAM function, little is known about the genetic control of SAM morphological variation in large natural populations or in diverse breeding stocks. QTL analyses of bi-parental populations have shown that differences in SAM morphology may involve loci not previously identified via single gene mutations (Thompson et al. 2014, 2015).

In contrast to QTL analyses, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) exploit historical recombination events and linkage disequilibrium (LD) to dissect the genetic architecture of quantitative traits. The abundant polymorphism and relatively low LD present in the model crop plant maize (Zea mays subsp. mays L.), when coupled with exhaustive genotypic surveys and innovative statistical analyses, have increased the precision and power to identify genic associations for multiple maize traits (Wallace et al. 2014). Thus, further interrogation of the genetic architecture of SAM morphology amongst many
diverse genetic stocks may reveal novel regulators of SAM function, which have not been highlighted by single gene mutations or QTL analyses of bi-parental populations. To date, the majority of maize GWAS have analyzed the genetic basis of macroscopic or biochemical phenotypes in adult plants (Buckler et al. 2009; Tian et al. 2011; Wallace et al. 2014). Although a few studies in other systems have examined microscopic phenotypes (Klein et al. 2005; Meijón et al. 2014), no GWAS in maize has utilized phenotypes collected at a microscopic scale. Here we report the first application of GWAS to study the genetic architecture of maize SAM morphology, a microscopic phenotype that poses unique challenges for quantitative analysis. Applying a high-throughput imaging pipeline to a diverse panel of 369 maize inbred lines, we detect extensive SAM morphometric variation. Significant correlations are identified between the microscopic SAM and several adult phenotypes, including flowering time, stem width, and leaf node number. These findings demonstrate that the morphology of the seedling SAM is predictive of agronomically-important adult plant traits. Utilizing a 1.2-million-SNP dataset that combined RNAseq-generated and previously published available genotypes, we identify candidate genes associated with SAM morphological variation. Although the majority of these GWAS-derived SAM candidate genes have not been previously implicated in studies of SAM structure, subsequent analyses of candidate genes with putative functions in hormone transport, cell division, and cell expansion support their predicted contributions to maize SAM morphological diversity.
2.3 Results

2.3.1 The maize SAM morphospace correlates with adult plant traits

Although several groups have documented differences in SAM morphology among common maize inbred varieties (Vollbrecht et al. 2000; Thompson et al. 2014, 2015), to date no studies have summarized the diversity of shapes and sizes that populate the maize SAM morphospace. We adapted a high-throughput histological clearing technique (Thompson et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2015) to image a panel of 369 diverse inbred maize inbred that represents more than 80% of the genetic diversity within *Zea mays* subsp. *mays* L. (Liu et al. 2003; Flint-Garcia et al. 2005). We hypothesized that this panel would likewise capture much of the natural variation in SAM microphenotypes.

We modeled the SAM as a paraboloid, a geometric shape that facilitates estimations of multiple measures such as volume, surface area, arc length and curvature, all of which can be calculated from just two discrete measurements, SAM height and SAM radius (Niklas and Mauseth 1980; Green 1999). To test the efficacy of this parabolic model, we analyzed two maize inbred lines (B73 and W22) with demonstrated differences in SAM size (Figure 2.1) (Vollbrecht et al. 2000). Modeling the SAM as a paraboloid identified statistically significant differences between inbreds in shape-determining model coefficients (Figure 2.1a- c). In a comparison of direct image processing and parabolic modeling of SAM microphenotypes, we found no statistical difference between measurement methods, yet the ability to differentiate genotypes was maintained (Figure 2.1d). We incorporated this parabolic model into our image-processing pipeline to
Figure 2.1 Parabolic models of the maize SAM allow rapid assessment of morphology. (a-b) Inbreds B73 and W22 have SAM morphology (black) closely approximated by a parabolic model (red). (c) Parabolic SAM model coefficients between inbreds are significantly distinct, Student’s t-test, p=0.013 (d) SAM area calculations from model-derived estimates, “Estimated” and direct image-processed measures, “Measured” are not significantly different within a genotype, but significantly different between genotypes. Two-way ANOVA – Factor, genotype: p = 0.000325; Factor, measurement technique: p = 0.750547; Interaction, genotype and technique: p = 0.939353. Scale bars, 100 µm. Error bars, 95% CI.
quickly generate many SAM microphenotypes from rudimentary primary measurements (Supplementary Data 2.1).

Across four biological replicates we identified rich diversity in SAM morphology within our panel of 369 maize inbreds (Figure 2.2, Supplementary Data 2.2). Figure 2.2d portrays the maize SAM morphospace, plotted as SAM radius versus height; small, intermediate, and large size categories of maize SAMs were identified. The SAM from the inbred line B73, from which the reference maize genome was obtained (Schnable et al. 2009), occupies the center of our morphospace (Figure 2.2a-d). Modeling the SAM as a paraboloid enabled facile estimations of SAM volume (Figure 2.2e).

In comparisons of microscopic SAM seedling phenotypes to agronomically-important adult plant traits (Supplementary Data 3), we identified modest but significant correlations between seedling SAM volume and height to primary ear (Pearson’s r = -0.18, Fisher transformation p = 9.871e-04), days to anthesis (Pearson’s r = -0.33, Fisher transformation p = 6.743e-10), leaf node number (Peasrson’s r = -0.21, Fisher transformation p = 8.922e-05) and stem diameter above the primary ear (Pearson’s r = -0.13, Fisher transformation p = 0.01238) (Figure 2.3) (Peiffer et al. 2014).

2.3.2 GWAS of maize SAM volume

To better understand the genetic architecture controlling maize SAM morphology, we used GWAS to identify loci correlated with SAM microphenotypes within our diverse maize inbred panel. SAM volume was found to have a favorable entry mean heritability, or repeatability of 0.84, and its calculation captures variation contributed by multiple SAM microphenotypes (Figure 2.4, Methods). We therefore focused our analyses on SAM volume.
Figure 2.2 Extreme variation in maize SAM morphology. (a-c) Examples of small (a), intermediate (b), and large (c) SAM lines. (d) BLUPs calculated for SAM height and radius. (e) SAM volume estimated by parabolic model of SAM shape. Points/arrow highlight small, intermediate, and large accessions, B57 (orange), B73 (green), and Co255 (purple) respectively. Scale bar, 100μm.
Figure 2.3 Correlation of maize SAM phenotypes with adult traits. Diagonal plots show histogram of each variable with density kernel in red. Numbers above diagonal show Pearson’s r between variables. Scatterplots below diagonal show XY relationship between variables with loess curves fit in red. P-value: *** 0.001, ** 0.01, * 0.05, . 0.1, ′′ 1.

Figure 2.4 Correlation of maize SAM phenotypes. Diagonal plots show histogram of each variable with density kernel in red. Numbers above diagonal show Pearson’s r between variables. Scatterplots below diagonal show XY relationship between variables with loess curves fit in red. P-value: *** 0.001, ** 0.01, * 0.05, . 0.1, ′′ 1.
Using RNAseq data obtained from SAM-enriched apex tissue, we generated 923,000 novel SNPs from our maize inbred panel. An additional 358,000 SNPs called from the Ames US Inbreds public dataset generated a combined genotyping matrix of more than 1.2 million high quality SNPs (Figure 2.5a) (Li et al. 2012; Romay et al. 2013). We used a unified mixed-model approach to associate SAM volume with SNPs from our genotyping matrix, accounting for kinship and population structure within the panel (Yu et al. 2006). Fifty-one trait-associated SNPs (TAS) that surpassed a stringent ($\alpha = 0.01$) Bonferroni-correction threshold of $-\log P > 8.11$ were detected. Thirty-four TAS were unique to RNAseq-generated SNPs, while only seven TAS were found in both SNP datasets (Figure 2.5b). Forty-eight TAS were within 100 kb of 23 unique candidate genes, with the majority of TAS (44/48) in predicted coding regions themselves (Figure 2.5c-o, Supplementary Data 2.4). This bias towards coding regions is in accordance with a previous report of GWAS conducted using SNPs generated from RNAseq data (Li et al. 2012).

In each of the 51 TAS, the common allele (COM) had a frequency above 91% (Supplementary Data 2.5). For all but one TAS, the B73 reference sequence was the COM. The total number of TAS alternate alleles (ALT) identified in an individual was moderately correlated with SAM volume (Pearson’s $r = 0.50$, Fisher transformation $p < 2.22e-16$); inbreds with the largest SAMs were more frequently ALT at multiple TAS (Figure 2.5p). We selected four candidate genes with especially interesting predicted developmental functions for analyses of the contribution of ALT alleles to SAM shape and size.
Figure 2.5 GWAS of maize SAM volume. (a) SNP genotyping matrix generated by RNAseq-analysis and Ames inbreds GBS SNPs. (b) Trait associated SNPs (TASs) from both SNP sources. (c) Manhattan plot of GWAS showing 51 TASs with $-\log P > 8.11$, dotted line. Candidate genes with predicted developmental functions (d-o). (d,g,j,m) Regional plots show significant SNPs and LD (color scale) around candidate genes (red). (e,h,k,n) SAM volume for common (COM) and alternative (ALT) TAS alleles. Width scales with number of inbreds. (f,i,l,o) Gene models, colored rectangles indicate predicted protein domains. Location of TAS: red line. (d-f) GRMZM2G405368, Constans-like 1 (CONZ1). (g-i) GRMZM2G129413, Like Auxin-Resistant 2 (ZmLAX2). (j-l) GRMZM2G121074, severe depolymerization of actin 1 (ZmSDA1). (m-o) GRMZM2G145720, BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1-associated receptor kinase 1 like (ZmBAK1-like). (p) Number of ALT TAS alleles for inbred lines of different SAM volume.
2.3.3 SAM Morphology-Associated Genes

We detected one TAS within the 3'UTR of GRMZM2G405368, *Constans-like 1 (CONZ1)* (Figure 2.5c). *CONZ1* exhibits diurnal transcript fluctuations and is associated with flowering time (Miller et al. 2008). Within our maize inbred panel, we found a significant, moderate/weak negative correlation between SAM volume and days to anthesis (DTA; Pearson’s r = -0.33, Fisher transformation p = 6.743e-10) (Peiffer et al. 2014). Although flowering time data is available for just one of the four *CONZ1-ALT* lines, the DTA value for Co255 falls within the upper quartile of this inbred panel.

Morphological examination of sampled SAMs revealed active production of leaf primordia (Figure 2.1ab, 2.2a-c), verifying that the SAMs assayed in our dataset had not undergone the transition from vegetative to inflorescence-staged shoot meristems (Pautler et al. 2013). Furthermore, neither *CONZ1* nor any SAM morphology-associated candidate genes identified in our study have been implicated in prior GWAS of maize flowering time (Buckler et al. 2009; Peiffer et al. 2014).

We detected two TASs within the 2\textsuperscript{nd} intron and 3\textsuperscript{rd} exon of GRMZM2G129413, which appear as one allele in our panel (Figure 2.5d). The ALT form of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} exon TAS is expected to render an amino acid change from histidine to asparagine near a predicted low-complexity protein domain. The closest *Arabidopsis thaliana* homolog to GRMZM2G129413 is *LIKE-AUXIN RESISTANT 2 (LAX2)*, a predicted auxin influx protein that is expressed within developing vasculature and may modulate auxin flow dynamics (Hochholdinger et al. 2000; Lawrence et al. 2008; Bainbridge et al. 2008).

*In situ* hybridization of B73 maize seedling apices (n = 20) with a probe specific to *ZmLAX2* shows a strong provascular expression pattern within leaf primordia and in the
developing stem (Figure 2.6a-c). Expression is not detected in differentiated xylem or phloem cells, but is restricted to the procambium, undifferentiated cells located between the xylem and phloem poles (Figure 2.6de). Due to the 3-dimensional arrangement of plant vasculature, single longitudinal sections do not capture entire vascular traces. To address this issue, we aligned and compiled our ZmLAX2 in situ hybridization data from several serial sections from ten additional inbred lines selected to reflect various SAM sizes and ZmLAX2 genotypes to reconstruct the native expression pattern.

We detected spatiotemporal variation in ZmLAX2 transcripts correlated with the ZmLAX2 TAS genotype (Figure 2.7). Leaves are designated according to plastochron number, which specifies the relative time elapsed since initiation from the SAM, such that the newly-initiated leaf is termed P1 and the next incipient primordium is designated P0 (Sharman 1942). In four large SAM ZmLAX2-COM lines, transcript accumulation was detected in the P0 and in older leaf primordia (Figure 2.7a). Similarly, four small SAM ZmLAX2-COM lines examined exhibited ZmLAX2 transcript accumulation in the P0 and older primordia (Figure 2.7b). In contrast, the large SAM ZmLAX2-ALT lines ND246 and Co255 displayed transcript accumulation in the P0 and older leaf primordia, as well as on the flank of the SAM opposite the P0 (Figure 2.7cd). This unique expression pattern extends into the SAM towards the predicted location of the yet-to-be-specified incipient primordium, designated P-1. Note that the accumulation of ZmLAX2 transcript in P-1 primordia can been seen in apices with relatively larger, flanking P1 and P2 primordia (Figure 2.7c), as well as shoot apices with smaller P1 and P2 primordia (Figure 2.7d). Thus, the observed accumulation of ZmLAX2 transcript in P-1 primordia in large SAMs containing the ZmLAX2-ALT allele is not correlated with
Figure 2.6 Transcript accumulation pattern of ZmLAX2. (a-b) in situ hybridization of 14-day-old maize seedlings (inbred B73) reveals ZmLAX2 transcript localization in the vascular traces of leaf primordia. (c) Punctate provascular accumulation found in transverse of culm below the SAM. (d-e) Pro cambial cells between mature phloem, “P” and xylem, “X” show accumulation in longitudinal and transverse of P7 primordium. (e) Arrow denotes procambial expression in minor vein prior to xylem and phloem differentiation. Scale bar, 100μm.
Figure 2.7 Differing spatiotemporal patterns of ZmLAX2 transcript accumulation based on ZmLAX2 TAS genotype, common (COM) or alternate (ALT). Serial section compilations from large (a) and small (b) SAM ZmLAX2-COM lines show transcript accumulation in P0 and later primordia, P1-P3. Serial sections (ai-avi, bi-bvi) Large SAM ZmLAX2-ALT lines (c, d) exhibit additional transcript accumulation above the P0, in the position of the next anticipated primordium, P-1. Serial sections (ci-cvi, di-dvi). Scale bars, 100 μm.
plastochron index and this expression pattern is not an artifact of relative developmental staging between plastochrons.

We detected one TAS within the 14th exon of GRMZM2G121074 that is predicted to cause a synonymous codon change in the ZmSDA1-ALT allele. GRMZM2G121074 is the closest maize homolog of severe depolymerization of actin (SDA1), a highly conserved gene required for cellular G1 phase transition and mitotic timing in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Buscemi et al. 2000; Monaco et al. 2014).

We processed images from a subset of inbred lines treated with a Kasten's fluorescent Feulgen stain to test whether ZmSDA1 genotype is correlated with differences in cell number (Figure 2.8) (Kasten 1958; Ruzin 1999; Bray et al. 2015). Images from three ZmSDA1-ALT lines and eleven randomly chosen ZmSDA1-COM lines with small, intermediate, and large maize SAMs were examined in three biological replicates (Figure 2.8a-h). ZmSDA1-ALT lines exhibited a statistically significant increase in SAM cell number (SCN) compared to ZmSDA1-COM lines (Figure 2.8i). Modeling SCN as the product of ZmSDA1 genotype and SAM volume in a two-way ANOVA showed that ZmSDA1 genotype and SAM volume are both significant predictive factors of SCN, and predictions of SCN are independent of the interaction between ZmSDA1 genotype and SAM volume.

We detected four TASs within the 4th exon, one TAS within the 5th exon, and one TAS within the 6th exon of GRMZM2G145720, which appear as one allele in our panel. GRMZM2G145720 is a leucine-rich repeat receptor-like protein kinase gene homologous to the Oryza sativa gene BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1-associated receptor kinase 1 (OsBAK1) (maizegdb.org). The ALT allele of ZmBAK1-like encodes
Figure 2.8 Automated cell segmentation of SAM images from *ZmSDA1-ALT* (n=3) and *ZmBAK1-like-ALT* (n=5) lines compared to large (n=3), intermediate (n=3) and small (n=3) common (COM) TAS allele lines. (a-d) SAM images collected by confocal microscopy. (e-h) Cell segmentation of SAM images identifies nuclei and divides space between them into a lattice of cells, used to determine cell number and cell size. (i) *ZmSDA1-ALT* lines (b,f) have increased SAM cell number, compared to ZmSDA1-COM lines (a,e), independent from SAM volume effects: two-way ANOVA – Factor, ZmSDA1: p = 4.37e-14; Factor, SAM volume: p = 2.98e-15; Interaction, ZmSDA1 and SAM volume: p = 0.731. (j) *ZmBAK1-like-ALT* lines (c,g) have increased average SAM cell size, compared to ZmBAK1-like-COM lines (a,e), while SAM volume does not have a significant effect: two-way ANOVA – Factor, ZmBAK1-like: p = 0.000137; Factor, SAM volume: p = 0.516722; Interaction, ZmBAK1-like and SAM volume: p = 0.141583. Scale bars, 100 μm.
two expected amino acid changes flanking a predicted transmembrane domain, lysine to arginine and arginine to threonine, respectively. In *Oryza sativa*, *BAK1* participates in brassinosteroid-dependent cell expansion (Li *et al.* 2009). We therefore tested if cell size is affected in *ZmBAK1*-like-ALT lines.

As above, we processed SAM images from a subset of inbred lines to test the correlation of *ZmBAK1*-like-ALT and cell size (Figure 2.8) (Kasten 1958; Ruzin 1999; Bray *et al.* 2015). Images from five *ZmBAK1*-like-ALT lines, and nine *ZmBAK1*-like-COM inbred lines representing small, intermediate, and large SAM size categories, were examined in three biological replicates (Figure 2.8a-h). *ZmBAK1*-like-ALT lines exhibit a statistically significant increase in average SAM cell size (ASCS) compared to *ZmBAK1*-like-COM lines (Figure 2.8j). Modeling ASCS as the product of genotype and SAM volume in a two-way ANOVA showed that SAM volume was insignificant in predicting ASCS, however the *ZmBAK1*-like-ALT allele was a significant predictive factor for ASCS.

### 2.4 Discussion

#### 2.4.1 GWAS of maize microphenotypes

Previous studies of maize seedling SAM shape and size diversity have been limited to a small number of inbred varieties (Vollbrecht *et al.* 2000; Thompson *et al.* 2014, 2015). By approximating SAM shape with parabolic models we were able to survey morphometric diversity in 369 maize inbred lines. GWAS of microscopic phenotypes such as macular degeneration in the human eye and root meristem size in the model plant, *Arabidopsis thaliana* identified a small number of statistically-significant genotype-phenotype
associations (Klein et al. 2005; Meijón et al. 2014). The high repeatability, or entry mean heritability, of SAM volume combined with our dense genotyping matrix of 1.2 million SNPs in a mixed-model approach allowed us to identify 51 TAS with a high stringency Bonferroni-correction, $\alpha = 0.01$. Previous reports of microphenotype GWAS used molecular developmental strategies to support candidate loci (Klein et al. 2005; Meijón et al. 2014). Likewise, we used a variety of molecular developmental techniques to characterize a small number of SAM morphology candidate genes.

### 2.4.2 Genic versus non-genic variation

Using a high-throughput image-processing pipeline to generate SAM morphological data for GWAS of 369 maize inbred lines, we identified candidate genes involved in intraspecific SAM morphological variation. Studies of natural variation in plants and animals have found that biologically significant changes are often linked to polymorphisms in non-genic regulatory regions that may contribute to the evolution of novel expression patterns (Hoekstra and Coyne 2007; Carroll 2008; Hung et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2013). In contrast with this trend, the majority of our GWAS-identified TASs are found within predicted gene coding regions. However, because 77% of SNPs from our genotyping matrix were generated by RNAseq analysis, we expect a bias towards the identification of genic polymorphisms by GWAS (Figure 2.5b) (Li et al. 2012). Although several of our gene candidates have TASs within coding regions, and some ALT alleles encode for predicted amino acid changes that may alter protein function, further validation involving reverse genetics or fine-mapping of advanced introgression lines is required to confirm any potentially functional nucleotide polymorphisms. TASs identified in our analysis may be markers of causative changes in flanking regulatory regions, for which we have not identified polymorphic SNPs (Li et al. 2012; Yang et al.)
Nevertheless our data provides additional evidence that SNPs generated by RNAseq analysis can be used to generate a dense genotyping matrix for GWAS, allowing for high-resolution, single-gene associations (Li et al. 2012).

2.4.3 The microscopic seedling SAM is predictive of agronomically-important adult maize traits

Our data agree with previous reports that correlate large SAM size with early flowering (decreased days-to-anthesis) phenotypes (Thompson et al. 2015), and our data expand this correlation to a markedly larger panel of inbred maize varieties. Previous research has shown that SAM size increases throughout vegetative development (Abbe et al. 1951; Bassiri et al. 1992; Thompson et al. 2015), whereafter the SAM transforms into the male inflorescence meristem. Morphological evidence showing P1 and P0 leaf primordia arising from the periphery of all the samples examined in this study (Figure 2.1ab, 2.2a-c) confirm that these SAMs are indeed vegetative shoot meristems and have not transformed into male inflorescences (Pautler et al. 2013). The significant correlation between large SAM size and early flowering suggests that large SAM lines undergo reproductive phase change earlier than small SAM lines. However, our SAM size GWAS did not detect genes previously implicated in regulation of flowering time (Buckler et al. 2009); in contrast, we find that natural variation in SAM size and flowering time are regulated by separate genes.

Significant negative correlations between large SAM volume and plant height at the primary ear are likely to reflect the early flowering time of large SAM lines simply because large SAM lines terminate vegetative growth earlier in the season. We also detected a negative correlation between SAM size and leaf node number, a proxy for
total leaf number, which would likewise be expected for plants that flower earlier in the growing season and therefore produce fewer leaves and stems. Significant correlations were likewise discovered between SAM size and stem diameter, which is an important factor in lodging resistance and damage from stem boring insects (Sétamou et al. 1995; Kashiwagi et al. 2008). Such a correlation in seedling SAM size and adult stem size is quite remarkable, considering there is an approximately 800-fold increase in size between the average SAM radius and the average stem diameter for the 369 lines in our study. Internode stem diameter and length are inversely correlated in maize and other grasses (Bonnett 1953; Forster et al. 2007), such that internode width decreases markedly in upper (younger) nodes as internode length increases. Our data suggest that the relationship between SAM size and stem diameter is driven by SAM height, whereas SAM radius is insignificant in explaining the correlation (Figure 2.3). Conversely, the relationship between SAM size and plant height to the primary ear is driven by SAM radius, and not SAM height (Figure 2.3). We expect that these two relationships represent an allometric trade-off between plant height and stem diameter, separated into discrete internodes, that is established within the SAM. At the same internode, increased SAM height leads to decreased stem diameter and increased SAM radius leads to decreased plant height.

Although statistically significant, these correlations are moderate. Nonetheless, the data suggest that the stem cell population housed in the diminutive, microscopic maize seedling SAM is predictive of several impactful adult agricultural traits, despite substantial intervening development and growth.
2.4.4 Known SAM function genes and SAM variation

This study uncovered 23 candidate genes associated with SAM size and shape. Notably, our GWAS did not detect any SAM master regulatory genes previously identified by mutational analyses, corroborating the results of previous QTL analyses of maize SAM morphology (Thompson et al. 2014, 2015). A successful GWAS ultimately links phenotypic variation with allelic polymorphisms. As such, our GWAS would fail to identify SAM master regulators if these genes were fixed in our population, perhaps due to strong purifying selective pressure for SAM function as observed in some species (Bauchet et al. 2014). However, our genotyping matrix includes ample polymorphisms within the coding sequences of multiple SAM master regulatory genes (Supplementary Data 6). For example, after filtering and quality control, 118 SNPs were identified in the SAM maintenance gene, knotted1 (kn1) (Kerstetter et al. 1997) and 12 SNPs were found in the SAM size regulator, aberrant phyllotaxy1 (abph1) (Jackson and Hake 1999), although SNPs in neither gene were significantly associated with SAM volume. Likewise, although 23 SNPs were identified in the leucine-rich repeat receptor-like, faciated ear2 (fea2) (Taguchi-Shiobara et al. 2001), significant associations were not detected between SAM volume and fea2 SNPs by GWAS. Loss of fea2, a putative CLAVATA2 ortholog, dramatically affects the shape and size of the maize inflorescence meristem (IM) (Taguchi-Shiobara et al. 2001), and natural variation in the regulation of fea2 was shown to underlie ear morphological variation between maize inbreds B73 and Mo17 (Bommert et al. 2013a).

Notably, our data suggest that either known SAM master regulatory genes do not make major contributions to natural SAM morphometric variation, or else these contributions...
are not detectable in our experiment. Instead, our data suggest SAM morphometric variation in natural populations and diverse breeding stocks, is more likely attributed to allelic variation in genes regulating cell expansion and cell division (Figure 2.8) as opposed to genes required for shoot meristem maintenance, stem cell indeterminacy, or organ initiation. With additional investigation into potential developmental molecular mechanisms, the gene candidates identified in this study may provide novel insights into the regulation of SAM function.

2.4.5 Auxin influx in leaf ontogeny and SAM morphology

This study revealed that allelic variants of ZmLAX2, a predicted member of the AUX/LAX family of auxin influx proteins (Bainbridge et al. 2008), are associated with SAM morphometric variation. Auxin canalization within the SAM is required for phyllotactic patterning and lateral organogenesis (Reinhardt et al. 2003; Jönsson et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006). Canalization is established by the combined cellular efflux of PIN family proteins and auxin influx of AUX/LAX family proteins (Heisler et al. 2005; Jönsson et al. 2006; Swarup and Péret 2012). Cellular localization experiments and models of auxin flux dynamics both suggest that the mutually antagonistic functions of AUX/LAX and PIN proteins are localized to provascular traces that mark the developing leaf primordium (P0) (Jönsson et al. 2006; Bayer et al. 2009; Swarup and Péret 2012).

\textit{In situ} hybridization reveals that ZmLAX2 transcript accumulation coincides with previously described patterns of PIN localization in the developing leaf primordium (P0) (Carraro et al. 2006), suggesting that AUX/LAX protein family function has been conserved in maize. Interestingly, ZmLAX2-ALT inbred lines with large SAM phenotypes exhibit transcript accumulation in the developing leaf primordium (P0) as
well as the yet-to-be-elaborated leaf primordium (P-1). This unique spatiotemporal expression pattern suggests that ZmLAX2 transcript accumulation occurs prior to previously documented markers of vascular trace formation in ZmLAX2-ALT lines (Carraro et al. 2006; Johnston et al. 2015). Because AUX/LAX influx functions are known antagonists of auxin canalization (Jönsson et al. 2006) and NPA-mediated inhibition of auxin transport/canalization dramatically increases SAM size (Scanlon 2003), increased SAM size identified in ZmLAX2-ALT inbred lines may result from expanded or developmentally hastened expression of AUX/LAX family genes in the maize SAM.

2.5 Methods

2.5.1 Plant Growth and Tissue Harvest

Plants for all experiments were grown in 10hr-day standard conditions in Percival A100 growth chambers (Percival Scientific, Perry, IA) planted in 98-well trays with all edge positions filled with inbred B73. Soil media was a 1:1 mixture of Turface MVP (PROFILE Products LLC, Buffalo Grove, IL) and LM111 (Lambert Peat Moss, Qc, Canada). All plants were harvested 14 days after planting and quickly trimmed to small SAM-containing tissue cassettes and fixed in FAA (3.7% formalin, 5% acetic acid, 50% ethanol in water) on ice, overnight.

For initial modeling ten kernels from inbred B73 and ten kernels from inbred W22 were planted as above. To map the maize SAM morphospace, kernels from 384 inbred varieties (Supplementary Data 2.1) were planted in randomized positions in four biological replicates. For RNA in situ hybridization, ten kernels from select lines were
grown as above in two biological replicates. To estimate SAM cell count and average SAM cell size, four kernels from 14 inbred varieties were planted with three biological replicates: three ZmSDA1 alternative allele (ALT) lines and five ZmBAK1-like1 ALT lines with remaining lines randomly chosen to equally represent the lower quartile (small), middle quartiles (intermediate), and upper quartile (large) of SAM volume with common alleles (COM) from ZmSDA1 and ZmBAK1-like1.

2.5.2 SAM Tissue Preparation and Imaging

DIC of SAMs: For differential internal contrast (DIC) images, FAA-fixed 14-day-old seedling tissue was dehydrated in an ethanol solution series and cleared overnight with methyl salicylate as used in Vollbrecht et al. (2000) and Thompson et al. (2015). Cleared tissue was imaged with Nomarski optics on an Axio Imager.Z10 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC, Thornwood, NY) with an AxioCam MRc5 camera. We captured near-median longitudinal optical sections using primordia appearance and SAM apex contours as morphological cues. Images are available at MaizeGDB (maizegdb.org).

Fluorescent SAM nuclei: FAA-fixed 14-day-old seedling tissue was treated with Kasten’s Feuglen stain as described in Ruzin (1999) and Kasten (1958): fully hydrated tissue was digested with 1N hydrochloric acid overnight then reacted with a solution of safranin-O (safO) incubated with potassium metabisulfite and hydrochloric acid. After a brief destain, samples were dehydrated and cleared with methyl salicylate. Images were collected with a Leica TCS-SP5 (Leica Microsystems Exton, PA, USA) using an argon ion laser (488 nm). SafO stained samples had a broad, low background emission spectrum (580-650nm). Single optical sections were selected at near median
longitudinal planes. Images were processed using Leica LAS-AF software (version 2.6.0) prior to analysis.

2.5.3 Image Processing

Parabolic modeling of SAMs: DIC images from 14-day-old seedlings of inbred B73 (n=5) and inbred W22 (n=5) were processed using ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012). To test the efficacy of a parabolic model of SAM curvature, custom macros were used to collect and export a traced SAM contour. Splines were interpolated from raw contours and used to define points along the SAM surface in the XY plane. SAM surface points were passed to the statistical software R (http://www.r-project.org/) and analyzed by polynomial regression to the standard form of the parabolic equation:

\[ Y = ax^2 + bx + c \]

The coefficient \( a \) was taken as the shape-defining model factor and area was estimated by the equation: \( \text{area} = \frac{4}{3}(\text{height} \times \text{radius}) \), where height and radius were collected as below. Estimated area was compared to measured area collected by the ImageJ freehand selection tool.

High-throughput analysis of SAM morphology: Custom ImageJ macros and python scripts were used to process 1186 DIC images of 14-day-old seedling SAMs from 369 inbred maize varieties. Using the point selection tool in ImageJ we collected height \((h)\) from the SAM apex and parabola radius \((r)\) from the P1 notch from each image. From these primary measures we calculated the following: height/radius = \( \frac{h}{r} \), diameter = \( 2r \), area = \( \frac{4}{3}(h \times r) \), volume = \( \frac{\pi}{2}(h \times r^2) \), parabolic standard form coefficient \( a = \)
\[
\left(\frac{h}{r^2}\right), \text{SAM surface area } = \left(\frac{\pi r^2}{6h^2} \left[ (r^2 + 4h^2)^{3/2} - r^3 \right] \right), \text{ and arc length } = \sqrt{r^2 + 4h^2} + \left(\frac{r^2}{2h}\right) \sinh^{-1}\left(\frac{2h}{r}\right). \]

To account for germination differences in some inbred lines, best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) were calculated for all measures using SAS (http://www.sas.com/) and the nlme R package. BLUPs were used for GWAS, and phenotypes were reported in BLUP + intercept form.

Alignment of in situ hybridization serial sections: DIC images of RNA in situ hybridization slides were imported into ImageJ, placed in sequential order by morphological cues, and aligned using the TrakEM2 package (http://fiji.sc/TrakEM2).

Cell count and size estimation: Images of fluorescent SAM nuclei were preprocessed in ImageJ using the freehand selection tool to remove cells outside the SAM. SAM images were analyzed with a standard pipeline in CellProfiler (Bray et al. 2015).

2.5.4 SNP Matrix Generation

RNAseq Analysis: DNA was extracted from SAM-enriched apices of 14 day-old seedlings and sequenced using Illumina HiSeq2000 instruments. The nucleotides of each raw read were scanned for low quality bases (Li et al. 2013). Bases with PHRED quality values <15 (out of 40)64, i.e., error rates of ≤3%, were removed. Each read was examined in two phases. In the first phase reads were scanned starting at each end and nucleotides with quality values lower than the threshold were removed. The remaining nucleotides were then scanned using overlapping windows of 10 bp and sequences beyond the last window with average quality value less than the specified threshold were truncated. Trimmed reads were aligned to the Maize B73 RefGen_v2 genome using GSNAP (Barbazuk et al. 2007; Li et al. 2012). To obtain confidently mapped
reads, reads were retained if they mapped uniquely in the genome, allowing ≤2 mismatches every 36 bp and fewer than 5 bases for every 75 bp in read length as unaligned “tails”. The coordinates of confident and single (unique) alignments that passed our filtering criteria were used for SNP discovery. Polymorphisms at each potential SNP site were examined and putative homozygous SNPs were identified using the following criteria after ignoring the first and last 3 aligned bases of each read. Before being used to call a SNP, a polymorphic base was required to have a PHRED base quality value of at least 20 (<1% error rate), and at least five unique reads must support the SNP call. The transcriptomic data for this project are available at the National Center for Biotechnology Information Short Reads Archive (NCBI SRA), accession number SRP055871.

Genomic SNP calling: 2,815 US Inbreds, including our 369 inbreds, have been genotyped at ~700,000 SNP sites by sequencing (Romay et al. 2013). The original dataset was downloaded from Panzea (panzea.org). For accessions that were sequenced multiple times, we scored the consensus allele for each site. Alleles with conflicting records were scored as missing.

SNP quality control: After merging RNASeq and genomic SNPs, polymorphisms with minor allele frequency less than 1% or missing in over 60% of inbreds were excluded from further GWAS analysis.

2.5.5 Mixed-model GWAS

The analysis was performed on SAM volume BLUP data with a compressed mixed linear model implemented in the GAPIT R package (Version 3.55) by selecting the best model from PCA covariates and Kinship matrix (Lipka et al. 2012).
2.5.6 In situ RNA Hybridization

RNA *in situ* hybridization analyses were carried out as described in Jackson (1991) with modifications as in Johnston et al. (2015): FAA-fixed tissue was dehydrated and transferred to paraffin wax in preparation for sectioning. Longitudinal sections through the SAM were adhered to slides overnight, stripped of paraffin, rehydrated, and treated by with Proteinase K in preparation for incubation with a DIG-labeled RNA probe. After overnight incubation at 50°C with the *ZmLAX2*-specific probe, slides were rinsed several times in SSC, treated with RNase H to remove excess probe, and incubated with an anti-DIG alkaline phosphatase (AP) conjugated Fab-fragment serum at 4°C overnight (Roche Diagnostics, IN, USA). Transcript accumulation was visualized by incubating overnight at room temperature in a BCIP/NPT AP substrate (Roche Diagnostics, IN, USA).

SAM Tissue from the following genotypes was examined: Small SAM *ZmLAX2-COM* genotypes-- CML322, B104, B57, NC314; Large SAM *ZmLAX2-COM* genotypes-- F42, CS405, NC324, LP5; Large SAM *ZmLAX2-ALT* genotypes-- ND246, Co255. We constructed an antisense probe to GRMZM2G129413 (*ZmLAX2*) using 1kb of sequence from the last exon and 3'UTR of inbred B73 cDNA, using primers oSL33 (5'TCTATATCATCCCGGCGCTC) and oSL38 (5'TAACTTGCACCTTTGCTGCG).

2.5.7 Gene model annotation

Candidate genes model entries were queried on MaizeGDB (www.maizegdb.org) for classical names and best sequence homologs in *Arabidopsis thaliana* and *Oryza sativa*. Genes without classical names were queried against a maximum likelihood protein
sequence tree (ensembl.gramene.org). Protein domains were determined by SMART (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/).

2.5.8 Field measurements

Stem diameter and node count measurements were collected in Summer 2014 at the Musgrave Research Farm (Aurora, NY). Measurements were gathered from three post-anthesis individuals from ten-kernel families of the 369 inbred varieties used above. The highest ear on the maize plant was designated the “primary ear.” The primary ear is clonally related to the node, internode, and leaf on the opposite side of the stem, above its own point of insertion at maturity (Poethig and Szymkowiak 1995). Stem diameter was collected from the widest diameter measured at the midpoint between nodes for: the clonally-related internode above the primary ear, the internode at the point of insertion of the primary ear, and internode below the point of insertion of the primary ear using a Fowler-Sylvac Digital Caliper Kit (Serialio.com, Cedar Park, TX). Above ground nodes were scored and counted as a proxy for total leaf count.

2.5.9 Statistical analysis and plotting

Descriptive statistical analysis, t-tests, one-way ANOVA, and two-way ANOVA were carried out using core R packages. Correlation analyses were carried out using the PerformanceAnalytics R package. All correlations report Pearson’s product-moment, \( r \) and were evaluated for statistical significance with the Fisher transformation. Additional adult phenotype data for correlation analyses were collected from published datasets (Peiffer et al. 2014).
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3 Modeling the morphometric evolution of the
maize shoot apical meristem

3.1 Abstract

The maize (Zea mays subsp. mays L.) shoot apical meristem (SAM) is a self-
replenishing pool of stem cells that produces the above-ground plant. Improvements in
image acquisition and processing techniques have allowed high-throughput, quantitative
genetic analyses of SAM morphology. As with other large-scale phenotyping efforts,
meaningful descriptions of genetic architecture depend on the collection of relevant
measures. In this study, we tested two quantitative image processing methods to
describe SAM morphology within the genus Zea, represented by 33 wild relatives of
maize and 841 lines from a domesticated maize by wild teosinte progenitor (MxT)
backcross population, along with previously-reported data from several hundred diverse
maize inbred lines. Approximating the MxT SAM as a paraboloid derived eight parabolic
estimators of SAM morphology that identified highly-overlapping QTL on eight
chromosomes, which implicated previously-identified SAM morphology candidate genes
along with new QTL for SAM morphological variation. Using a Fourier-transform related
method of comprehensive shape analysis, we detected cryptic SAM shape variation that
identified QTL on six chromosomes. We found that Fourier transform shape descriptors
and parabolic estimation measures are highly correlated and identified similar QTL.
Analysis of shoot apex contours from 73 anciently-diverged plant taxa further suggested
that parabolic shape may be a universal feature of plant SAMs, regardless of
evolutionary clade. Future high-throughput examinations of SAM morphology may
benefit from the ease of acquisition and phenotypic fidelity of modeling the SAM as a paraboloid.

3.2 Introduction

The maize (Zea mays subsp. mays L.) shoot apical meristem (SAM) comprises a dome of pluripotent cells that generates the entire above-ground plant through regulated maintenance of stem cells and recruitment of initial cells for organogenesis (Steeves and Sussex 1972). Mutational studies have shown that the maize shoot meristem morphology is genetically regulated (Jackson and Hake 1999; Taguchi-Shiobara et al. 2001; Jia et al. 2009; Bommert et al. 2013b; Pautler et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015). Although natural variation in shoot meristem morphology is associated with relatively few loci, natural variants of master regulatory genes do not appear to contribute to standing variation in SAM shape and size in domesticated maize (Thompson et al. 2014, 2015; Leiboff et al. 2015).

Recent investigations of maize meristem morphology as a quantitative trait incorporated small numbers of descriptive measurements approximating SAM shape and size for genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping (Thompson et al. 2014, 2015; Leiboff et al. 2015). Quantitative morphological analyses are highly biased by the measurement methodologies, the traits selected for analyses, and any corrections for correlations between measurements (Langlade et al. 2005). Our previous study of maize inbred varieties exploited similarities between observed SAM contours and parabolic functions to estimate several shape parameters describing meristem morphology (Leiboff et al. 2015), although other models for SAM morphometrics have not been tested in quantitative genetic analyses.
Progress toward the description of complex shapes utilizing Fourier transform methods has enabled unbiased interrogations of biological shape (Dommergues et al. 2007; Klingenberg 2010). By processing carefully-placed landmarks or object outlines, Fourier transform and related methods use multiple sinusoid harmonics to reproduce highly complex shapes (Claude 2008). High-dimensional matrices of Fourier model parameters can then be separated by principle component analysis to identify subtle, often cryptic, variations in complex plant shapes (Chitwood et al. 2014). Previous studies characterizing leaf morphology in Antirrhinum spp. and Solanum spp. have utilized Fourier shape descriptors as quantitative traits in QTL analyses of evolutionary novelty (Langlade et al. 2005; Chitwood et al. 2013, 2014).

Collectively known as teosintes, the wild members of the genus Zea provide a rich, highly-diverse genetic system for maize genomics (Doebley 2004; Hufford et al. 2012; Hake and Ross-Ibarra 2015). Crosses between Zea mays subsp. mays and its progenitor, Zea mays subsp. parviglumis have been used to understand the genetic basis for striking changes in plant morphology associated with the domestication of maize (Beadle 1980; Doebley 2004; Hung et al. 2012; Shannon 2013; Huang et al. 2016). Although general morphology and ontogeny of inflorescence meristem development have been reported in the genus Zea (Sundberg and Orr 1986, 1990, Orr and Sundberg 1994, 2004), little is known about variation in vegetative SAM morphology outside of domesticated maize. To date no comparative study has described the morphospace, or collection of shapes for vegetative meristems within the genus Zea. Indeed, no putative genetic factors underlying differences in maize and teosinte SAMs have been proposed.
This project utilizes a maize x teosinte (MxT) backcross population to examine the genetic architecture of SAM shape and size (Hung et al. 2012; Shannon 2013; Huang et al. 2016). We show that complex shape descriptors generated by Fourier methods detect previously undescribed, but genetically-attributable minor variations in meristem shape, although the majority of the genetic loci contributing to SAM shape that are identified by Fourier analyses overlap tightly with loci identified by modeling the SAM as a paraboloid. Testing this expectation with a broad sampling of plant taxa suggests that parabolic shape may be a universal feature of plant shoot apical meristems.

3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Plant growth

Germplasm for all experiments was grown in 10hr-day standard conditions in Percival A100 growth chambers (Percival Scientific, Perry, IA) with randomized planting positions within 98-well trays. All edge positions were filled with maize inbred B73. Soil media was a 1:1 mixture of Turface MVP (PROFILE Products LLC, Buffalo Grove, IL) and LM111 (Lambert Peat Moss, Qc, Canada). Wild teosintes (Supplementary Data 3.1) were grown in 4 repeated experiments. Maize x teosinte backcross lines (Supplementary Data 3.1) were grown in 2 repeated experiments. Plants were harvested 14 days after planting and quickly trimmed to small SAM-containing tissue cassettes and fixed in FAA (3.7% formalin, 5% acetic acid, 50% ethanol in water) on ice, overnight.
3.3.2 Histology and Image Acquisition

After overnight fixation in FAA, plant tissue was dehydrated through an ethanol dilution series, transferred to a 1:1 mix of ethanol and methyl salicylate, then transferred to methyl salicylate for clearing overnight. Fully cleared tissue was imaged by DIC with Nomarski optics on an Axio Imager.Z10 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC, Thornwood, NY) with an AxioCam MRc5 camera. We captured near-median longitudinal optical sections using SAM apex contours and primordia appearance as morphological cues. All MxT images were oriented so that the next primordium to initiate (P0) appeared on the left-hand side of the image.

Several of shoot apex images of anciently diverged plant taxa were collected from high quality publications (Supplementary Data 3.1). Figures from printed texts were scanned at 300 dpi, 16-bit greyscale using an Epson Perfection 3490 photo scanner (Epson America, Long Beach, CA).

A small number of shoot apex images from demonstrative plant taxa were collected from fresh tissues (Supplementary Data 3.1). Shoot apical regions were harvested by hand from growing tissue, fixed overnight in FAA, and stained with a modified Feulgen method (as described in 10). After a brief destain, samples were dehydrated, cleared with methyl salicylate and imaged with a Leica TCS-SP5 confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems Exton, PA, USA) using an argon ion laser (488 nm).

3.3.3 Image processing: Parabolic estimation and Fourier transform

Near-median DIC images were processed by custom ImageJ macros to extract meristem contours and measures of SAM height and SAM radius (as reported in Leiboff
et al. 2015). Using a custom Python script SAM height and radius were used to calculate a table of 8 parabolic estimators: height, radius, height to radius ratio (H/R), volume (Vol.), surface area (Surf. Area), arc length (Arc Len.), parabolic coefficient (Para. Coeff.), and cross-sectional area (Area) (as reported in Leiboff et al. 2015).

SAM contours were digitized with an Intuos Draw Tablet (Wacom Technology Corporation, Portland, OR) and used for both linear model fitting with the lm() function and Fourier transform with the Momocs package for R. Traced SAM coordinates were imported as open contours (data type Opn), Procrustes-aligned, and Fourier transformed by the discrete cosine transform in the Momocs package for R.

3.3.4 QTL mapping

Using publically-available genotype information for the MxT population from panzea.org, genotype and phenotype information were processed via the R/qtl package for R. MxT genotypes were coded as BC2S3 and mapped using the Kosambi algorithm. Single QTL were detected using the scanone() function. We used a 95% confidence threshold generated from 10,000 permutations to determine significant QTL. Bayesian 95% confidence QTL intervals were called using the bayesint() function to estimate QTL location.

3.3.5 Statistical analysis and plotting

Descriptive statistical analysis, correlation analysis, Wilcoxon one-sided rank sum test, and two-way ANOVA were carried out using core R packages. Raw data were summarized according to replicate by BLUP + coefficient using the nmle package in R (Leiboff et al. 2015). All correlations report Pearson’s product-moment, r and were
evaluated for statistical significance with the Fisher transformation. Maize inbred variety SAM shape and size data were collected from published datasets (Leiboff et al. 2015). Plots were produced using ggplot2 and R/qtl packages in R.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Diversity of shoot meristems in the genus Zea

We utilized microscopic imaging of 14-day-old seedling vegetative SAMs (described in Methods) to construct a morphospace of SAM height and radius for the genus Zea, which included 33 wild teosinte isolates from 3 different species (Z. diploperennis, Z. luxurians, and Z. perennis), 3 subspecies (Z. mays subsp. huetenangensis, Z. mays subsp. mexicana, and Z. mays subsp. parviglumis), 841 lines from a Zea mays subsp. mays W22 by Zea mays subsp. parviglumis backcross (Bc2S3) population (hereafter designated MxT) (Hung et al. 2012; Shannon 2013; Huang et al. 2016), and our previously reported data on 369 diverse maize inbred lines (Figure 3.1; Supplementary Data 3.2) (Leiboff et al. 2015). Although there is a small zone of overlap between teosinte and maize inbred SAM shapes, wild teosinte meristems are significantly narrower (est. 23µm between medians, Wilcoxon one-sided rank sum test, p-value < 2.2e-16) and shorter (est. 28µm between medians, Wilcoxon one-sided rank sum test, p-value = 1.257e-10) than meristems from domesticated maize inbred lines (Figure 3.1A). Measurements of MxT shoot meristems cluster around the recurrent maize parent, inbred W22 (Figure 3.1B), possibly reflecting the two generations of backcrosses to the maize parent that were incurred prior to analyses of SAM morphometric phenotypes (Hung et al. 2012). We detected quantitative variation in
Figure 3.1 The maize and teosinte shoot apical meristem (SAM) morphospace. (A) Median longitudinal images of shoot meristems from wild teosinte isolates (i-iv), large and small SAMs from the maize x teosinte (MxT) intercross (BC2S3) lines (v-vi), and maize inbred varieties W22 (vii) and B73 (viii). * indicates SAM with flanking leaf primordia. Scale bar, 50 μm. (B) Quantification of meristem radius and height show that SAM morphology observed in teosinte varieties (greens) and maize inbred varieties (yellow) partially overlap but teosinte SAMs are generally smaller than maize inbred SAMs. Measures from MxT lines (purple) cluster closely around the recurrent maize parent, inbred W22 (pink). Grey dashed box, location of data in panel (C). Shaded ellipses, 90% density estimation of SAM shape data. (C) Variation in SAM shape and size in MxT lines (purple) around the W22 maize inbred parent (pink).
shoot meristem shape and size in SAMs isolated from MxT lines (Figure 3.1A,C) and focused our analysis on this population to understand the genetic architecture of maize/teosinte SAM morphometric variation.

3.4.2 Parabolic estimators of MxT variation identify new meristem morphology QTL

We used image-processing to collect two discrete measurements, SAM height and SAM radius and approximate the MxT shoot meristem as a paraboloid surface, the geometric shape yielded from revolving a parabolic curve around its central axis (additionally described in Leiboff et al. 2015). Exploiting the simple geometry of a paraboloid, we used two primary measures to derive eight total parabolic shape estimators: height, radius, height to radius ratio (H/R), volume (Vol.), surface area (Surf. Area), arc length (Arc Len.), parabolic coefficient (Para. Coeff.), and cross-sectional area (Area) (Supplementary Data 3.3) (Leiboff et al. 2015).

Our previous study analyzed SAM volume as a quantitative trait (Leiboff et al. 2015). In this analysis we identified QTL for MxT SAM volume on chromosomes 1, 4, and 7 (Figure 3.2B). Intervals detected on chromosomes 4 and 7 were not previously implicated in natural variation of SAM morphology in 369 domesticated maize inbred varieties (Supplementary Data 3.4) (Leiboff et al. 2015). The large QTL interval identified on chromosome 1 contains several previously identified candidate genes for shoot meristem morphology including ZmLAX2, a putative auxin import protein which exhibits haplotype-specific differences in transcript accumulation patterns in maize inbred varieties that correlate with differences in SAM size (Leiboff et al. 2015).
Figure 3.2 Parabolic estimators of MxT line SAM shape and size identify meristem morphology QTL. (A) Volume measures of SAMs harvested from 841 BC2S3 MxT lines. Measures are BLUP + coefficient values from 2 replicates. (B) Single QTL models detect significant loci for SAM volume on chromosome 1, 4, and 7. Black line, significance threshold $\alpha=0.05$. (C) Additional significant SAM morphology QTL are detected for all 8 parabolic estimators genome-wide.
The remaining 7 parabolic estimators mapped QTL to several chromosomes (Figure 3.2C). Several parabolic estimators identified highly-overlapping QTL intervals. Chromosome 4, for example, contains a QTL that is coincidently associated with SAM height, radius, H/R, volume, surface area, arc length, and cross-sectional area (Figure 3.2C). All detected QTL were implicated by multiple parabolic estimators, except one QTL on chromosome 9 that is uniquely associated with SAM H/R. We find a high level of correlation between measures (Figure 3.3), as expected from their common derivation (Materials and Methods).

In total, QTL intervals recaptured 11 previously identified SAM-morphology candidate genes implicated by GWAS of maize inbred varieties (Supplementary Data 3.4) (Leiboff et al. 2015). Intriguingly, the QTL intervals mapped on chromosomes 4, 7, and 9 have not previously been associated with SAM shape and size.

3.4.3 Discrete cosine transform uncovers cryptic, genetically-attributable variation in MxT SAM shape variation

Using Fourier-related transform methods, we processed Procrustes-aligned and scaled MxT shoot meristem outlines (Figure 3.4) into Fourier shape principle components (PCs) to comprehensively describe SAM shape variation within this population (Supplementary Data 3.7). Three principle components describe more than 95% of the total observed shape variation, with PC1, PC2, and PC3, explaining 85.4%, 8.2%, and 2.3% respectively. Examining raw images of SAMs, and predicted shapes at the extremes of these principle components, revealed unexpected phenotypic variance (Figure 3.5). The majority of shape variation detected in the MxT population is attributed to PC1, identifying meristems that vary in appearance from ‘post-like’ to ‘dome-like’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arc Length</th>
<th>Surface Area</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>H/R</th>
<th>Parabolic Coeff</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Radius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Area</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/R</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parabolic Coeff</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.3** Pearson correlation (r) between parabolic estimator phenotypes. Correlation value, red to blue. Non-significant correlation Fischer transformation P > 0.05, italics.

**Figure 3.4** A. Unaligned MxT SAM traces. B. Contours superimposed after Procrustes alignment
**Figure 3.5** Discreet cosine transformation identifies three SAM-morphology principal components (PCs) describing MxT meristem shape and size. (A) PC1 identifies SAMs that vary from highly elongated, post-like to flattened, dome-like. (B) PC2 identifies asymmetrical SAMs that vary from left-leaning to right-leaning within the plane of histological sectioning. (C) PC3 identifies SAMs that vary from highly peaked to rounded. i and ii, median longitudinal images of meristems from MxT lines with low and high values for each PC, respectively. * indicates SAM with flanking leaf primordia. iii, renderings of expected SAM shapes with PC values of -4, -2, 0, 2, and 4 standard deviations from the average recorded SAM shape. Histogram x-axes, -2 to 2 standard dev. Scale bars, 50μm.
PC2 identifies meristems that vary in 2-dimensional asymmetry with respect to the plane of sample dissection, and describes variation from 'left-leaning' to 'right-leaning' SAMs (Figure 3.5B). PC3 identifies meristems that vary in slope from the SAM base to tip, and includes ‘peaked’ to ‘rounded’ shapes (Figure 3.5C).

Using PC1, PC2, and PC3 as quantitative phenotypes, we identified significant QTL for each trait: PC1 identified QTL on chromosomes 2, 4, 7, and 9 (Figure 3.6A), PC2 identified similar QTL intervals on chromosomes 2 and 4 (Figure 3.6B), whereas PC3 identified equivalent QTL intervals on chromosomes 2 and 4, in addition to different QTL on chromosomes 1 and 5 (Figure 3.6C). Despite differences in SAM measurement methods, the total QTL identified by all 8 parabolic estimators (Figure 3.2C) and 3 Fourier shape PCs overlap closely (Figure 3.6D). In a correlation analysis of parabolic estimators and Fourier shape PCs, we find a strong, significant correlation between PC1 and several parabolic estimators, especially SAM H/R (Pearson’s r = -0.67, Fisher transformation p-value < 2.2e-16) (Figure 3.7A). This close association is mirrored in the tight overlap of QTL identified by PC1 and H/R (Figure 3.7B). Because PC1 explains the majority of shape variation in the MxT population and is correlated in both numeric value and genetic architecture to parabolic estimators, we postulated that other populations of meristems might be likewise described by quantitative parabolic models.

### 3.4.4 Diverse meristems and their parabolic models

Despite their similar roles in stem cell maintenance and the production of lateral organs, the shoot apices of anciently diverged plant lineages have remarkable anatomical and transcriptomic differences (Figure 3.8A) (Bierhorst 1971; Evert 2006a; Frank and Scanlon 2015; Frank et al. 2015). In an analysis of 111 images from 73 plant taxa, we
Figure 3.6 QTL identified for discreet cosine transform principal components. (A) QTL for PC1. (B) QTL for PC2. (C) QTL for PC3. (D) Superimposed QTL profiles for discreet cosine transform descriptors (blues) and parabolic estimator phenotypes (grey). Black line, significance threshold $\alpha = 0.05$.

Figure 3.7 Discreet cosine transform PC1 recaptures QTL and phenotypic variation identified by parabolic estimators. (A) Close overlap of QTL identified using PC1 (blue) and H/R (red). (B) Strong pearson correlation ($r$) between PC1 and several parabolic estimator phenotypes. Correlation value, red to blue. Non-significant correlation Fischer transformation $P > 0.05$, italics.
Figure 3.8 Diverse SAMs are well-estimated by parabolic shape models. (A) Median optical sections of the vegetative apex from example lycophytes with a shoot meristem dominated by an inverted pyramidal cell (i, ii) and angiosperms exhibiting a 'tunica-corpus' shoot meristem anatomy with at least one clonal 'tunica' layer (iii-vi). * indicates SAM and flanking leaf primordia. $R^2$, goodness-of-fit of parabolic model. Bar, 50um. (B) SAMs from broadly diverse evolutionary lineages exhibit a range of parabolic coefficients.
find that shoot apices are well fit by a parabolic model of meristem shape (Supplementary Data 3.1). Linear regression of shoot apex contours with a parabolic model yielded $R^2$ goodness-of-fit scores ranging from 0.838 to 0.997 with a mean of 0.963 and median of 0.975. Interestingly, SAM shape parameters do not significantly separate anciently diverged evolutionary clades (ANOVA, $p$-value = 0.158) (Figure 3.8B).

3.5 Discussion

We processed SAM images from 33 wild teosintes and 841 lines from a maize by teosinte (MxT) backcross population to generate a meristem morphospace for the genus *Zea*. In our SAM morphospace, we find that teosintes and maize inbred varieties occupy partially overlapping regions of the SAM shape, where SAMs in wild teosintes are diminutive compared to SAMs observed in domesticated maize varieties. We expect this SAM morphometric gradient to reflect the effect of domestication on the flowering time of *Zea mays*. The domestication and spread of maize outside its tropical Meso-American center of origin required adaptation to flowering during long summer days. Genetic studies of flowering time in maize, teosintes, and maize x teosinte backcross populations indicate that wild teosintes repress flowering during long days (Emerson 1924; Briggs *et al.* 2007; Hung *et al.* 2012). Allelic variants which have decreased activity of *ZmCCT* (an ortholog of rice flowering time gene, *Gdh7*) allow flowering during long days and were selected for during the domestication of maize (Briggs *et al.* 2007; Tsuji *et al.* 2011; Hung *et al.* 2012; Yang *et al.* 2013). Previous studies of natural variation in maize inbred variety SAM shape and size revealed correlations between large meristem size and short flowering time (Leiboff *et al.* 2015; Thompson *et al.* 2015),
reflected in GWAS candidate alleles at the CONZ1 locus (Leiboff et al. 2015), proposed
to act in a shared pathway with ZmCCT (Dong et al. 2012; Hung et al. 2012). QTL
intervals for SAM surface area and radius on chromosome 10 include ZmCCT, which
may contribute to differences in SAM size within the MxT population. Although the
underlying mechanism that links flowering time and meristem size remains unresolved,
our data agree with other reports of SAM natural variation and flowering time in maize.

Comprehensive analysis of SAM shape by Fourier methods yielded unexpected and
interesting phenotypes for quantitative genetics. Prior implementations of Fourier
methods for morphometrics have revealed genetically-attributable, cryptic shape
phenotypes including quantitative tissue asymmetry as we observed in PC2 (Langlade
et al. 2005; Chitwood et al. 2013, 2014). Yet, because QTL identified with Fourier
transform PCs overlap strongly with QTL identified by estimating the maize SAM as a
paraboloid, we expect that parabolic estimation methods are effective at representing
heritable variation in SAM morphology.

Approximating SAM shape and size with a parabolic model has several advantages for
quantitative genetics. Parabolic estimates of SAM morphology can be generated by
collecting two simple measures, SAM height and radius, whereas Fourier methods
requires the careful placement of pseudo-landmarks or outline information generated
from laborious manual image tracing or automated image processing of high signal-to-
oise SAM micrographs. Despite the increased sensitivity of Fourier methods, we
expect that the throughput of approximating SAM morphology with a paraboloid is better
suited to large-scale genetic analyses of SAM morphology in maize.
We furthermore demonstrated that shoot apical regions from diverse plant taxa are well fit by parabolic curves. Our observations suggest that parabolic meristem shape is found in all plant evolutionary clades and SAM anatomical organization types (e.g., tunica-corpus, histological zonation, single apical cell, etc.), which generally correlate with evolutionary clade. Interestingly, we found that anciently diverged plant lineages have similar shoot meristem parabolic curvatures, despite rich diversity in anatomy, development, and whole-plant morphology. The universality of parabolic SAM shape in diverse lineages may, in part, be the result of biophysical forces incurred during the essential functions of the SAM. All shoot meristems maintain at least one undifferentiated stem cell initial, which divides to produce both stem cell initials and lateral organ initials (Steeves and Sussex 1972; Evert 2006a; b). Internal cellular division from the replication of initials places stress on epidermal cell walls, deforming the shoot apical domain into a parabolic shape (Niklas and Mauseth 1980; Green 1999; Kwiatkowska 2004). Within possible parabolic shapes, our broad sampling of plant shoot meristems suggests that evolutionary clade alone is not a significant determinant of specific SAM parabolic shape; plant taxa from disparate evolutionary clades may have similar parabolic shapes. As previous studies in maize have uncovered statistically significant correlations between SAM size and selected adult plant traits (Leiboff et al. 2015; Thompson et al. 2015), our analyses of SAM parabolic diversity within divergent plant taxa provide a framework for future investigations as to whether a fundamental correlation between SAM architecture and adult plant morphology may extend beyond phylogenetic boundaries.
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4 Summary

In this dissertation we investigated natural variation in the shoot apical meristem (SAM) including a novel diversity panel of 369 maize inbred varieties, 33 wild teosinte isolates, 841 lines derived from a domesticated maize x wild progenitor teosinte cross, as well as 72 plant species from anciently-diverged evolutionary lineages. By developing image processing and morphometric modeling techniques, which we coupled to GWAS and QTL mapping studies, we identified candidate genes and loci underlying natural variation in maize SAM morphology. We found that meristems from diverse lineages can universally be represented by parabolic shapes, and that parabolic estimation is efficient and effective for large scale quantitative genetics. In correlations between SAM morphometric parameters and candidate loci, we found that SAM morphology is related to, but not uniquely controlled by plant flowering time.

While quantitative genetics can indeed be applied to understand the genetic regulation of microscopic plant tissues such as the SAM, the underlying genetic architecture of the maize SAM suggests that plant stem cell master regulators discovered by mutagenesis may not participate in natural variation of the maize SAM. High-density genotyping suggests, however, that many essential plant stem cell regulator genes are highly polymorphic in diverse inbred lines. We are therefore confident in our finding that SAM master regulatory genes do not play a primary role in natural variation in SAM morphology.

The candidate genes that we have correlated with SAM morphological variation, are likely to comprise peripheral components of stem cell function. Perhaps these genes
function as minor modulators of maize SAM function, and may therefore be mutable without adverse effect to the total organism. We explored the regulation of a putative plant hormone transporter and saw that spatial patterns of ZmLAX2 transcript accumulation correlate with differences in SAM size. With such a central role in development and cellular growth (Jönsson et al. 2006; Sablowski 2011; Swarup and Péret 2012), it is very possible that even subtle changes to auxin dynamics may influence both plant stem cell activity and SAM morphology. We also confirmed correlations between natural variants of candidate genes with putative influence over cell number (ZmSDA1) and cell size (ZmBAK1-like) and maize SAM morphology. Many details about the molecular mechanisms that underlie this observation have not yet been elucidated in maize.

4.1 Research outcomes

Candidate loci, phenotype and genotype matrices, as well as morphometric modelling techniques may guide future research on the modulation of SAM morphology and maize stem cell activity. Few discoveries from mutagenesis of plant stem cell regulators have yielded agronomically-valuable information (Bommert et al. 2013a; Je et al. 2016). This may be due, in part, to the severe deleterious nature of many known mutants in plant stem cell regulatory pathways (Weigel and Nordborg 2005). The candidate loci listed here already exist as natural variants in the US maize germplasm and may therefore be more suited for selection in breeding experiments ( Tanksley 1993). Collaborators at Iowa State University are currently exploiting the maize SAM measures reported here to conduct genomic selection (GS) for SAM size.
Additional high-throughput investigations of SAM morphology, in maize and in other species, may benefit from the morphometric models established here. Parabolic estimation of SAM shape has been efficient for analysis of hundreds of inbred lines in replicated experiments, representing thousands of total samples. The near universal applicability of parabolic models of SAM shape to diverse species suggests that SAM image processing pipelines in many plants may take advantage of the models presented here to dissect the genetic architecture of SAM shape and size.

### 4.2 Recommendations for future research

The research presented here provides a detailed exploration of natural variation in SAM morphology in maize. However, many questions about the genetic underpinning of SAM shape in size remain. Our studies have associated candidate genes and broader genomic regions with changes in SAM shape and size. The link between these natural sequence variants and observed phenotypic changes remains unexplored. Conducting RNA sequencing on shoot meristem tissue from the diverse lines reported here would reveal if transcriptional regulation (combined synthesis and turnover) of naturally-varying candidate genes is related to differences in SAM morphology. If no changes in transcript expression are detected, we may expect that natural variants of candidate genes have different post-transcriptional activities, in either protein activity or translational activity. In that case, additional developmental genetic studies of the reported candidate loci and their putative genetic pathways may especially yield novel insight into the regulation of plant stem cells.

Studying the developmental impact of transposition knock-out resources in maize (UniformMu, Ac/Ds, etc) with putative insertions into candidate loci may reveal their
exact mode of function. Candidate genes with many paralogous family members may
be ideal targets for mutagenesis via CRISPR/Cas9, where several genes may be
targeted for mutation at once (Bortesi and Fischer 2015). Studying the impact of knock-
out mutations on SAM morphology as well as adult plant morphology may reveal
additional relationships between the microscopic SAM and the whole plant it produces.

4.3 Conclusion

The maize SAM is a microscopic parabolic structure that exhibits rich variation within
maize inbred varieties, the broader genus Zea, and many other species within the plant
kingdom. The genetic regulation of maize SAM morphology involves several loci
genome-wide and implicates gene candidates of uncertain function which have not
previously been tied to maize stem cell regulation. Through the work presented here,
and subsequent research which may follow, it is inevitable that the already complex
regulatory network of interacting factors that manages plant stem cells will continue to
grow and yield insight to how plants generate their varied and magnificent forms.
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Appendix A: Nano-scale Computed Tomography (CT) to understand the ontogeny of the sheathing leaf base in maize (*Zea mays*)

5.1 Introduction

Natural variation in leaf morphology is one of the most striking characteristics of different taxa from across the plant kingdom. Leaves are generated at the shoot apical meristem (SAM) as part of an iterative unit that includes leaf, node, and internode, together called the phytomer (reviewed in Roberts 2007). In angiosperms, leaves typically resemble one of two types: 1) the eudicot leaf consists of a distinct lamina with reticulate, or net-like venation atop an elongated petiole, 2) the monocot leaf consists of a long strap-like lamina with parallel veins that run along the length of the leaf and into the sheathing leaf base, with overlapping margins that originate from the leaf node and encircle the stem (Kaplan 1973). The ontogeny of most eudicot and monocot leaves appears distinct as well: eudicot leaf primordia form a peg-like outgrowth around the central midvein and initiate an expansive lamina sometime after initial stem cell recruitment, whereas monocot primordia originate from a disk of insertion (DOI) of recruited stem cells that forms the lamina as a hooded structure with its peak at the central midvein (Sharman 1942; Kaplan 1973, 2001). Although the initial and final morphologies of these distinct leaf types have been known for several years, the ontogenic steps between states in maize have, to date, been limited to inference by analysis of clonal sectors and tissue culture experiments (Poethig 1984; Poethig and
Szymkowiak 1995; Scanlon and Freeling 1997; Scanlon 2003). The leaf primordia that surround the SAM in maize and other monocots wrap tightly around the shoot apex, prohibiting direct observation of intact structures (Pautler et al. 2013).

Here we present the first application of nanometer-scale computed tomography (NanoCT) to analyze the morphology of initiating and developing leaf primordia in maize. Computed tomography methods use tissue-penetrating x-ray absorption profiles to generate 3-dimensional (3-D) image datasets which may reveal internal structures without destructive dissection (Gamisch et al. 2013). We find that throughout successive stages of early leaf primordia development, the DOI gives rise to the primordia lamina in a wave of outgrowth that progresses from leaf midvein to margin along two advancing fronts. These fronts give rise to the overlapping sheath margins without ever intersecting, thus demonstrating that the sheathing base of the maize leaf is patterned to encircle the stem without requiring post-primordial lateral outgrowth, which forms the majority of the leaf margins.

5.2 Methods

Computed tomography (CT) imaging was performed on maize seedlings harvested 14 days after planting. Hand-trimmed apices were fixed overnight in FAA then dehydrated to 100% ethanol as in Ruzin (1999). Apices were stained for four days in 1% crystalline iodine dissolved in 100% ethanol. After a brief series of rinses in 100% ethanol, apices were transferred to 100% xylene and then to liquid paraffin as described (Ruzin 1999). Paraffin-embedded samples were utilized for CT imaging.
Tomographic datasets were acquired using the Xradia (Pleasanton, CA) Versa XRM-500 at one of the following settings: (1) 80keV, 7W, 2 second exposures with 2400 projections, 4x binned at 2000nm pixel resolution; (2) 60keV, 5W, 5 second exposures with 1800 projections through the LE1 filter, 4x binned at 1533nm or 1496nm pixel resolution. Data were exported as TIFF-stacks to the image processing software OsiriX (Rosset et al. 2004). Using the 3-D MPR and 3-D volume-rendering tools in OsiriX v.5.8.1 64-bit, the shoot apex and leaf primordia were examined from longitudinal, lateral, transverse, and paramarginal vantage points. Final micrographs were compiled by volumetric rendering of between 5 - 45 μm of optical data, depending upon the thickness of the plant microstructure that was imaged.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Computed Tomographic imaging of the emerging maize leaf base

Computed Tomography (CT) permits X-ray imaging of intact biological samples. Optical sections are collated to form 3-dimensional (3-D) images of biological structures that can be viewed from any planar orientation. We used CT imaging of fixed, iodine-stained 14-day-old seedlings to observe the successive stages of morphological development during maize leaf ontogeny. CT enables the simultaneous observation of different plastochron (P) stages of leaf margin development, from all possible vantage points and orientations (Figure 5.1A-C), in a single study. A plastochron comprises the time period between successive leaf initiations from the vegetative SAM; significant developmental changes occur within each leaf primordium during the length of a single plastochron. Although CT imaging captures a morphological ‘still shot’ of multiple leaf primordia in a single seedling, any given P3 primordium (for example) may be at a
**Figure 5.1** Computed tomography analysis of the ontogeny of the maize sheathing leaf base. (A–C) Median, longitudinal views of maize shoot apical meristems (SAMs). Dotted lines designate the plane of optical sections in succeeding panels. (D) Paramarginal view of the maize shoot apex focusing on the P2 primordium. Distinct, nonoverlapping marginal outgrowths (arrows) from the disc of insertion (DOI) of the P2 primordium reveal that, at this stage of development, all of the as yet emerged leaf primordium comprises blade tissue in which the margins do not overlap the shoot apex. (J) Transverse view of the P2 primordium shown in (D). (E–H) Paramarginal views of four individual P3 primordia show progressive stages of leaf development. In early P3 (E), the margins of the leaf primordium emerge as separate, nonoverlapping tissue (arrows), presumably fated to form blade in the mature leaf. As development continues (F, G), sheath margins emerge from the DOI with overlapping edges (H). (K) Transverse view of the P3 primordium shown in (H) reveals that margins are 'pre-wrapped' before their emergence from the DOI, such that one margin emerges on the outside of the other forming unfused, overlapping leaf edges. (I, I') Paramarginal views of the outer margin (blue arrow in (I)) and inner margin (orange arrow in (I')) of the P4 leaf. By P4, margins form tightly overlapped, unfused tissue fated to form the sheath in the mature leaf. (L) Transverse view of the primordium shown in (I). (M–O) Transverse, acropetal optical sections of a P4 primordium base reveal that the outer (blue arrow) and inner (orange arrow) margins emerge as pre-wrapped, overlapping outgrowths from the tubular DOI. Note that the DOI shown in (M) forms a ring of tissue that is separate from the outer edge of the stem (highlighted by green arrows). (P, Q) Rotational views of a 3D rendering of a maize seedling shoot apex show that the highly overlapped P5 margins insert at separate outer (blue arrow) and inner (orange arrow) regions along the perimeter of the DOI. SAM, shoot apical meristem; MG, marginal axis. (R) 3D rendering of P6 leaf tissue shows the arrangement of parallel leaf veins (asterisks) in the young leaf primordium. N, node; MG, marginal axis. Bars, 50 µm; serial sections in (M–O) are vertically spaced by 5 µm.
slightly different developmental stage than another P3-staged sample within the same plastochron.

As shown in Figure 5.1D-G, and J, the left and right edges of P2 and early-staged P3 leaf primordia insert into the tubular DOI at the leaf base without overlapping. When considered alongside the data from numerous fate maps of maize leaf development (Poethig 1984; Poethig and Szymkowiak 1995; Scanlon and Freeling 1997), these observations suggest that the entirety of the as yet elaborated leaf primordium observed during these early stages of maize leaf development comprises blade tissue, the margins of which do not overlap the shoot apex. Moreover, the data further suggest that the sheath components of these P2 and early P3 primordia comprise as yet unelaborated initials within the DOI.

Beginning in late-P3 (Figure 5.1H and K) and early-P4 (Figure 5.1I,I’,M-O), the inner and outer sheath margins emerge from the DOI as two separate fronts of tissue growth. In this way, a sheathing leaf base is formed in which the right and left margins overlap from their very inception, not simply as a result of post-primordial, lateral growth. Figure 5.1I,I’ shows paramarginal views of the outer and inner edges of P4 sheath margins, respectively. Supplementary Movie 5.1 shows paramarginal views of the P4 leaf base, revealing the edges of the outer (time point 00:02) and inner (time point 00:06) P4 sheath margins. As shown in serial transverse, serial optical sections (Figure 5.1M-O) and at time point 00:07 in Supplementary Movie 5.2, the DOI below the emerging P4 sheath margins forms an uninterrupted “tube” of tissue that is distinct from and surrounds the stem. By contrast, serial sections distal to the DOI reveal the P4 sheath margins emerge as separate, but already-overlapping, sheets of primordial
tissue. These multidimensional CT data provide support to the interpretations of previous cell fate analyses (Poethig and Szymkowiak 1995; Scanlon and Freeling 1997; Scanlon 2000), which suggested that the maize sheathing leaf base does not arise as a result of the extended, differential growth of primordial sheath margins. By contrast, the primordial sheath margins overlap the shoot apex from their very inception, thereby forming a sheathing leaf base. Whole mount 3-D reconstructions clearly illustrate the separate insertion points of the overlapping P5 sheath margins (Figure 5.1P and Q), as does time point 00:11 in Supplementary Movie 5.3. Lastly, the parallel arrangement of the primordial leaf vasculature is clearly seen in the CT scans of P6 leaf primordia shown in Figure 5.1R.
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